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We examine the p-adically completed Mordell-Weil groups pJTpKq and yJTQpKq, where K is a
p-adic number field and pJT and yJTQ arise as Hecke components of certain p-adic completions
of Jacobians of either a suitable elliptic modular curve or a suitable Shimura curve. The local
ring T is an appropriate component of the Hecke algebra of a given level N and TQ is the
corresponding local ring with level augmented by primes in Q. For elliptic modular curves,
Q refers to a finite set of primes tq1, . . . , qru at which the residual Galois representation
determined by T is q-distinguished (and analogously for Shimura curves). The yJTQ carry
a natural ∆Q-action, where ∆Q is the p-Sylow subgroup of pZ{śri“1 qiZqˆ. We study the
action of ∆Q on yJTQ and show that we can form a Taylor-Wiles system pTQ,yJTQpKq˚qQPX ,
where X ranges over an infinite set of finite sets Q consisting of q-distinguished primes and ˚
denotes the O-dual for O a discrete valuation ring, finite and flat, over Zp. As a consequence,
we show that pJTpKq is free of finite rank rK : Qps over the local ring T of the Hecke algebra.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.0.1 Motivation
One of the great achievements of modern number theory is Wiles’ proof of Fermat’s Last
Theorem, which crucially relies on an R “ T theorem identifying a certain Hecke ring as a
universal deformation ring. The technical underpinning of this isomorphism are Taylor-Wiles
systems, which have since been axiomatized and generalized by Diamond and Fujiwara [F06]
[D97]. The original application for the Taylor-Wiles system introduced an auxiliary set of
primes at which additional deformation is allowed and was applied following a close exam-
ination of the ring-theoretic properties of Hecke algebras. Taylor-Wiles systems have since
been generalized and their modern incarnations have been utilized as a robust framework for
tackling a wide range of problems in number theory. In this thesis, we set up a Taylor-Wiles
system consisting of appropriately chosen p-adically completed Jacobians (of either a elliptic
modular curve or a Shimura curve) over their corresponding Hecke algebras.
1.0.2 Organization
In Chapter 2, we review background material for our work. In particular, we review some
of the basic theory of Galois deformation theory and collect some facts pertaining to elliptic
modular curves.
Chapter 3 is the heart of the thesis. We introduce the central objects of our study,
namely the p-adically completed étale sheaves pJT and pJTq , where pJT and pJTq are obtained by
p-adically completing the Jacobians of certain elliptic modular curves. We use our choice of
1
non-Eisenstein T to exhibit a control relation between pJT and pJTq , afforded by the ∆q-action
on pJTq . We show following Taylor-Wiles that, for a suitable choice family of finite sets Qm of
primes congruent to 1 mod p andK is a fixed p-adic number field, the family pTQm ,zJTQm pKqq
is a Taylor-Wiles system. To do so, we set up an appropriate Galois deformation problem.
Following this, we obtain the freeness of pJTpKq over T and show that the T-rank of pJTpKq
is rK : Qps.
We end in Chapter 4 by describing the analogous situation of Chapter 3 in the Shimura
curve setting. We begin by reviewing some of the foundational theory of Shimura curves
and then set up the geometric objects and deformation theory in parallel to Chapter 2. The
proofs of Theorems A1 and B1 in Chapter 4 are mostly the same as the proof in the elliptic
modular case, except in a few places which we point out.
2
CHAPTER 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we review some background material needed for later. Briefly, we highlight
some of the theory of Galois deformation theory and review the Taylor-Wiles apparatus.
We then review some of the theory of modular elliptic curves and some important relations
between Hecke algebras, their associated Galois representations, and cohomology.
2.1 Galois Deformation Theory
2.1.1 Framework
We recall the basic notions of Galois deformation theory following Mazur. Let F denote a
number field, and let Σ denote a finite set of non-archimidean places of F . We write GF,Σ
to denote the Galois group GalpFΣ{F q, where FΣ denotes the maximal algebraic extension
of F in F unramified outside Σ and all Archimedean places. The profinite group GF,Σ is
naturally endowed with the Krull topology. Let p be a prime number and Π a profinite
group. We say that Π satisfies the p-finiteness condition if for all open subgroups Π0 Ă Π of
finite index, we have that
|HomctspΠ0,Z{pZq| ă 8
For any closed subgroup Π0 Ă Π of finite index, Π0 also takes the form GF0,Σ0 for some
finite extension F0 of F and so by class field theory, Π satisfies the p-finiteness condition
for any p. We will be interested throughout our work in Galois representations, that is
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continuous homomorphisms ρ : GF,Σ Ñ GLNpAq, where A is a suitable coefficient ring. Our
coefficient ring A will always be a complete, noetherian commutative local ring with a finite
residue field k and maximal ideal mA. In this way, GLNpAq obtains a natural topology
as a profinite group. Morphisms of coefficient rings are understood to be homomorphisms
continuous with respect to the profinite topology and for which the maximal ideal pulls
back to the corresponding maximal ideal. Given a coefficient ring Λ with residue field k,
we denote by CΛ the category whose objects are coefficient rings A with a coefficient ring
homomorphism Λ Ñ A and whose morphisms are commutative diagrams of coefficient ring
homomorphisms
A1 ÝÝÝÑ A2§§đ §§đ
Λ ÝÝÝÑ Λ
for A1, A2 P CΛ. It follows that all objects of this category share the same residue field k. If
the residual characteristic of A is p, then there is a natural coefficient ring homomorphism
W pkq Ñ A, where W pkq denotes the Witt vector ring of k. We use the notation ρ to denote
the residual representation ρ mod mA valued in GLNpkq.
Let h : A Ñ B be a morphism of coefficient rings and suppose ρB is a continuous
representation of Π valued in GLNpBq. Suppose we are given two continuous representations
ρ1,ρ2 of Π valued in GLNpAq with h ˝ ρ1 “ h ˝ ρ2 “ ρB. We say that ρ1 and ρ2 are
strictly equivalent if ρ1 and ρ2 are equal up to conjugation by an element of the kernel
of the map induced by h between GLNpAq and GLNpBq. Given a residual representation
ρ : ΠÑ GLNpkq, we say a deformation of ρ is a continuous representation ρ : ΠÑ GLNpAq
such that pi ˝ Π “ ρ, where A is an object of CΛ and pi : A Ñ k is the projection. Given a
residual representation ρ, we say that the deformation problem for ρ is the functor, which is
defined as objects by
Dρ : CΛ Ñ Sets
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AÑ tthe set of deformations of ρ to Au{ „
where „ is the relation given by strict equivalence with respect to the reduction map AÑ k.
Given a morphism of coefficient rings h : A Ñ B, the functor Dρ sends the morphism h
to the induced map h : GLNpAq Ñ GLNpBq. One of the main aims of Galois deformation
theory is to provide suitable conditions under which this functor is representable. We will
soon give some criteria for the representability of this functor and related subfunctors as well
as important examples for application later.
Another useful way to think about Galois representations, which in practice lends itself
to concrete computations is interpreting Galois deformation theory in terms of cohomology.
We fix a base ring Λ and a coefficient ring R with a Λ-algebra structure with maximal
ideals mΛ and mR. Recall that the Zariski cotangent space of R over Λ is given by tR˚ “
mR{pm2R ` mΛRq. The cotangent space carries a natural module structure over the residue
field Λ{mΛ “ R{mR “ k. The Zariski tangent space of R is given by the k-dual tR “
HomkptR˚, kq. Let krϵs denote be the algebra generated over k by ϵ with the relation ϵ2 “ 0.
The following result is a key one that gives conditions for the representability of defor-
mation problems in terms of Zariski tangent spaces.
Theorem 2.1.1 (Schlessinger’s Theorem). Let D : CΛ Ñ Sets be a covariant functor such
that Dpkq consists of a single element. Let B Ñ A and C Ñ A be morphisms in CΛ and
h : DpBˆACq Ñ DpBqˆDpAqDpCq be the natural morphism. Then D is (pro)-representable,
i.e., the representing object is a projective limit of coefficient rings (and so is an Artinian
ring), if and only if the following conditions hold:
(H1) h is surjective if A Ñ C is small, i.e., the kernel of the homomorphism
AÑ C is annihilated by mA
(H2) h is bijective if AÑ C is krϵs Ñ k
(Tk) The mapping h : Dpkrϵs ˆAArϵsq Ñ DpArϵsq ˆDpArϵsq is bijective. This
guarantees that tD,k :“ Dpkrϵsq has a natural structure as a k-vector
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space.
(H3) Tk holds and the k dimension of tD,k is finite
(H4) h is bijective if AÑ C and B Ñ C are equal and small
One can use Schlessinger’s criteria to prove that
Theorem 2.1.2. Let ρ : ΠÑ GLNpkq be a continuous residual representation, with k a finite
residue field of characteristic p and Π a profinite group satisfying the p-finiteness condition.
Fix Λ a coefficient ring with residue field k. Then, we have that
‚ The functor Dρ satisfies (H1), (H2), and (H3) of Schlessinger’s criteria.
‚ If ρ is absolutely irreducible, then the functor Dρ is representable.
Proof. This and more on the general theory of Galois deformation problems can be found
in [M97].
2.1.2 Galois Deformation Conditions
We specialize in this section to deformation problems arising from residual Galois represen-
tations. Through this section, Π will be assumed to be of the form GalpFΣ{F q, where F is
a number field and Σ is a finite set of primes.
Deformations with fixed determinant. One ubiquitous deformation condition is to
specify the determinant of all lifts. Let δ : ΠÑ Λˆ be a continuous homomorphism. We say
that V “ AN endowed with the induced action from a choice of lift ρ has determinant δ if
the action of Π on ŹNpV q is given by the continuous homomorphism
δA : ΠÑ Λˆ Ñ Aˆ
where the last map in the sequence is given by the Λ-algebra structure of A. Then, the
functor
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Dχ : CΛ Ñ Sets
sending a coefficient ring A to the set of lifts of ρ valued in GLNpAq with fixed determinant
χ is a deformation condition. When ρ is absolutely irreducible with determinant δ, one can
explicitly describe the universal deformation ring corresponding to the fixed determinant
deformation problem. Let R denote the universal Λ-algebra deformation ring for ρ (without
any determinant condition). Set δuniv : ΠÑ Rˆ to be determinant of ρuniv and let u : Λˆ Ñ
Rˆ be the homomorphism arising from the Λ-algebra structure on R. Then, RDχ “ R{I,
where I “ xδRpgq ´ δunivpgqygPΠ for δR “ u ˝ δ.
Ordinary deformations. Suppose that for v P Σ, we have a two-dimensional represen-
tation ρ : GFv Ñ GL2pkq, where Fv is a local field of F obtained by completing with repsect
to a finite place v of F . Let Dv and Iv denote the decomposition and inertia subgroups of
GFv respectively. We say that ρ is v-ordinary and ramified if
ρ|Dv „
¨˝
χ1 ˚
0 χ2
‚˛
where χ1 and χ2 are ramified and unramified characters of Dv respectively. In Wiles’ work
[W95, pg. 456], it is supposed that χ1 ‰ χ2, which we refer to as the p-distinguished
condition. This notion will be of use later.
Finite flat deformations. Let v P Σ for v | p. Let Fv be a choice of algebraic closure
of Fv and fix A to be a coefficient Λ-algebra. Suppose we have a Galois representation
ρ : GF,Σ Ñ GLNpAq. We say that ρ is finite flat at v | p if for every artinian quotient A0 of
A, the induced representation ρ0 : GF,Σ Ñ GLNpA0q has the property that its representation
space V pρ0q, viewed as a finite A0-module with a GFv -action, is the GFv -Galois module
of Fv-rational points of some finite flat group scheme over SpecpOFvq. Given a residual
representation ρ : GF,Σ Ñ GLNpkq finite flat at v, the functor
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Dff : CΛ Ñ Sets
A ÞÑ tA-deformations of ρ finite flat at vu{ „
defines a deformation condition.
There are a multitude of deformation conditions one encounters in practice. We will later
specify the deformation conditions of relevance to us once the Galois representations arising
from geometry are set up in full detail.
2.2 Cohomology of Elliptic Modular Curves
2.2.1 Elliptic Modular Curves
We begin first by recalling the basic properties of elliptic modular curves. Modular curves
were first studied as certain quotients of the upper half plane by congruence subgroups of
SL2pZq. In the modern formulation due to the work of many mathematicians (notably, by
Mazur, Katz, Deligne, Rapoport in [M77] [DR72] [KM85]), modular curves are the solutions
to certain moduli problems of elliptic curves. We use the standard notation for a positive
integer N :
Γ0pNq “
$&%x P SL2pZq | x ”
¨˝
˚ ˚
0 ˚
‚˛ mod N
,.-
Γ1pNq “
$&%x P SL2pZq | x ”
¨˝
1 ˚
0 1
‚˛ mod N
,.-
Given an elliptic curve E over Q, one defines a Γ0pNq-level structure as an embedding
of a constant cyclic subgroup scheme of order N into E. Similarly, a Γ1pNq-level structure
is a choice of an injective morphism Z{NZ Ñ E. Accordingly, one considers the following
two moduli problem:
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Γ?pNq : Schemes{QÑ Sets
T ÞÑ Γ?pNq-structures on E{T
The curves XpΓ0pNqq and XpΓ1pNqq are solutions to these moduli problems. Hard work
by many mathematicians show that there exist models of these curves (when N ą 4) over Q
and even Z, which are denoted by XµpΓq in [DDT97, Remark 1.28]. Throughout this thesis,
we take use XpΓq to mean Diamond and Im’s model XµpΓq. The existence of these models
allows us to consider the reduction of these curves over finite fields.
Let Γ be a congruence subgroup between Γ0pNq and Γ1pNq, and let XpΓq denote the
corresponding modular curve. Its Jacobian JΓ admits a model over Q as well, and one can
consider its Néron model JΓ{Z and subsequently its reduction mod p. One can identify JΓ{Fp
with the Jacobian of XpΓq{Fp [DI95, §10].
Denote by S2pΓq the space of modular forms with coefficients in C with level structure
Γ. There exists a basis of this space over C consisting of modular forms with integer Fourier
coefficients and we denote by S2pΓ,Zq the submodule of S2pΓq consisting of modular forms
with integral q-expansions. More generally, we write S2pΓ, Aq to be the scalar extension
S2pΓ,Zq b A. We may then identify S2pΓ, Aq as the space of modular forms in S2pΓq with
q-expansion coefficients in A so long as A Ă C. Given a modular form f P S2pΓq, one may
consider its associated holomorphic differential 1-form ωf :“ 2piifpτqdτ P H0pXpΓq,Ω1XpΓq{Cq.
The q-expansion principle allows us the following key relationship:
Theorem 2.2.1. The map S2pΓq Ñ H0pXpΓq,Ω1XpΓq{Cq defined by f ÞÑ ωf induces an
isomorphism, where Γ1pNq Ă Γ Ă Γ0pNq. Suppose O is a ring flat over Z or that N
is invertible in O. If XpΓq is smooth over O, the induced map by descent to a subring
O0 “ O X Q and then base change to O identifies the map S2pΓ,Oq Ñ H0pXpΓq,Ω1XpΓq{Oq
as an isomorphism as well. (If O can be identified as a subring of C, then the isomorphism
identifies S2pΓ,Oq with the set of modular forms in S2pΓq with q-expansion coefficients in
O).
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Proof. This is [DDT97, Theorem 1.33]
We remark that the above statement crucially relies on the existence of a q-expansion of
classical modular forms, which one may not have when working with general automorphic
forms arising from Shimura varieties. We write the q-expansion of f asř8n“0 apn, fqqn, which
is the Fourier expansion of f with q “ exp 2piiz if f is defined over C.
2.2.2 Hecke algebras and Galois representations
As before, let Γ be a congruence subgroup with Γ1pNq Ă Γ Ă Γ0pNq. Let hZpΓq be the Hecke
algebra generated over Z by the Hecke and diamond operators, Tn and xdy, in EndZpS2pΓ,Zqq.
This is a ring of double coset operators and its action on S2pΓ,Zq extends to an action on
modular curves and their Jacobians via correspondences. For details on the Hecke action, see
[MFGC] or [H88]. For an arbitrary ring O, let hOpΓq denote the scalar extension hZpΓqbO,
which naturally acts on the space S2pΓ,Oq. The perfect pairing pf, hq ÞÑ ap1, f |hq induces a
duality between S2pΓ,Oq and hOpΓ,Oq.
The following gives a smaller generating set for the Hecke rings:
Lemma 2.2.2. The ring hO is generated as an O-algebra by either (1) Tn for all positive
integers n or (2) Tp for all primes p and xdy for all d P pZ{NZqˆ. If D is a positive integer
relatively prime to N and D is either odd or 2 is invertible in R, then hO is generated by
either (1) Tn for all positive integers n relatively prime to D or (2) Tp for p - D and xdy for
d P pZ{DZqˆ.
Proof. This is [DDT97, Lemma 4.1].
Let L be a p-adic number field andOL is its ring of integers with residue field k. Suppose p
is a minimal prime ideal of the Hecke algebra hpΓ, Lq and m is the maximal ideal of hpΓ,OLq
containing pX hpΓ,OLq. By [DDT97, Lemma 1.39], the p-adic Tate module TppJpΓqq bZp L
is free of rank two over hpΓ, Lq and reduction mod p yields a two dimensional representation
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ρp : GQ Ñ GL2phpΓ, Lq{pq
unramified at all primes ℓ - Np and such that the characteristic polynomial of ρppFrobℓq is
X2 ´ TℓX ` ℓxℓy mod p. For OL sufficiently large, the minimal ideal p determines a Hecke
eigenform f P S2pΓ,OLq whose associated Galois representation matches with the above.
We define ρm to be the reduction modulo m of ρp, as ρp has values in the maximal compact
subgroup GL2pOLq.
Theorem 2.2.3. Suppose m is a maximal ideal of hpΓ,OLq giving rise to an irreducible
Galois representation ρm. Suppose either that p - N or that p2 - N and Tp R m. Then,
H1pX0pNq,OLq bh T is free over the Hecke algebra T “ hpΓ,OLqm
Proof. This is discussed in detail in [DDT97, pg. 133]
2.3 Taylor-Wiles Systems
2.3.1 Formalism
We recall the Taylor-Wiles formalism, following Fujiwara [F06], Diamond [D97], and Hida
[MFGC]:
Fix F a number field with integer ring OF and residue field F. In applications, we study
deformations over the Galois group over F . Let X be a set of finite subsets of prime ideals of
OF , which also contains H. We take a pair pR,Mq, where R is a complete noetherian local
OF -algebra with the residue field F and M a finitely generated R-module. A Taylor-Wiles
system consists of the data tRQ,MQuQPX for pR,Mq satisfying the following properties:
(TW1) For Q P X and q P Q, Npqq ” 1 mod p, where Npqq denotes the norm
of q. We denote by ∆q the p-Sylow subgroup of pOF {qOF qˆ, and ∆Q is
defined as śqPQ∆q for Q P X.
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(TW2) ForQ P X, RQ is a complete noetherian localOr∆Qs-algebra with residue
field F, and MQ is an RQ-module. For Q “ H, pRH,MHq “ pR,Mq.
(TW3) A surjection RQ{IQ Ñ R of local O-algebras for each Q P X. Here,
IQ Ă Or∆Qs denotes the augmentation ideal of Or∆Qs. For Q “ H, it is
the identity of R.
(TW4) The homomorphism RQ{IQRQ Ñ EndOλpMQ{IQMQq factors through R
and MQ{IQMQ is isomorphic to M as an R-module
(TW5) MQ is free of finite rank α as an Or∆Qs-module for a fixed α.
The main theorem for Taylor-Wiles systems is the following:
Theorem 2.3.1. For a Taylor-Wiles system tRQ,MQuQPX for pR,Mq, assume the following
conditions.
(1) For any integer n P N, the subset Xn of X defined by Xn “ tQ P X |
Npqq ” 1 mod pnu is an infinite set.
(2) r “ |Q| is independent of Q P X if Q ‰ H
(3) RQ is generated by at most r elements as a complete local OF -algebra for
all Q P X.
Under these conditions, (1) R is O-flat and is a local complete intersection ring and (2)
M is a free R-module. In particular, R is isomorphic to its image T in EndOM .
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CHAPTER 3
Main Results for Elliptic Modular Curves
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 The main theorem
Fix a prime p ą 2, pick a prime q ” 1 mod p, and choose a positive integer N such that
ppq,Nq “ 1. Assume additionally that p - ϕpNq. We fix the prime p hereafter, but later q will
vary as a Taylor-Wiles prime. We use O throughout this paper to denote a discrete valuation
ring finite flat over Zp. Denote by X 1, X0,q, and Y the compactified modular curves over
Q associated to the Γ1pNqq, Γ1pNq X Γ0pqq, and Γ1pNq moduli problems of elliptic curves
respectively, so that GalpX 1{X0,qq “ pZ{qZqˆ. Let X{X0,q be the intermediate curve with
Galois group ∆q “ xδy, the p-Sylow quotient of pZ{qZqˆ with a fixed generator δ. We write
Γq and Γ for the congruence subgroups corresponding to X and Y respectively, so that ΓzΓq
is isomorphic to ∆q.
Denote by J , J0,q, and J the Jacobians over Q of X, X0,q, and Y respectively and writepJ ,yJ0,q, and pJ for their p-adic completions. We remark that J “ 0 if N ď 3 and X and Y are
smooth whenever J is non-trivial. Here, the p-adic completion of an abelian variety A over
Qℓ given by the étale sheafification of the presheaf K ÞÑ ApKqpbZpO for K a finite extension
of Qp, where ApKqp is the maximal p-profinite quotient of ApKq (see [H15, §2] for details of
the sheafification process). In this paper, we restrict to finite extensions K of Qp, in which
case this definition coincides with the projective limit AˆpKq “ limÐÝpApKq{pnApKqq bZ O
[H15, Lemma 2.1]. From this point on until the appendix, we impose this condition, so that
K is a p-adic field of finite degree over Qp.
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We later also require the notion of p-adically completed sheaves evaluated on the étale
site over a finite field extension k of Fp. Suppose generally that A is an abelian variety over
a number field F with good reduction at the prime p | p and denote by OFp to be the integer
ring of Fp with residue field k. We then let A{OFp denote the Néron model of A over OFp
and write rA for the special fiber of A{OFp at p. Then, for an étale extension k1 of the finite
field k, we define pApk1q “ limÝÑ rApκq bZ O for κ running over all finite étale sub-extensions of
k inside k1. We remark that this notion requires us to fix a prime p | p with respect to which
we p-adically complete. In this chapter, F “ Q and p “ p as we work only in the context of
elliptic modular curves defined over Q, but we will work with Shimura curves defined over
general totally real fields of arbitrary finite degree over Q and must work with the more
general notion after fixing a choice of p | p. For the rest of this chapter, we consider only
abelian varieties over F “ Q.
We can give an explicit description following [H15, pg 228] of our p-adically completed
sheaves evaluated on the étale site of Qp. For a finite extension K of Qp and an abelian
variety A{Qp, we have the decomposition
ApKq – ZrK:Qps¨dimpAqp ‘ Arp8spKq ‘ AppqpKq (3.1)
where Appq denotes the prime-to-p torsion submodule of A and Arp8spKq is the p-torsion
subgroup of ApKq. The evaluation pApKq yields
pA{Appq bZp OqpKq – OrK:Qps¨dimpAq ‘ pArp8s bZp OqpKq (3.2)
This is naturally a O-module, and although there is not necessarily an OK-module struc-
ture, pApKq at least contains an OK bZp O-submodule of finite index, which is the formal
exponential image of the p-adic Lie algebra of A tensored over Zp with O.
We consider these objects as modules over the p-adic Hecke algebras hq Ă EndOp pJ q,
h0,q Ă EndOpyJ0,qq, and h Ă EndOp pJq generated by the Hecke operators over O. Fix a non-
Eisenstein local ring T Ă h corresponding to the Galois representation ρ valued in GL2pTq
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such that tracepρpFrobℓqq “ Tℓ for primes ℓ - Np (by non-Eisenstein, we mean a local ring
that gives rise to an irreducible residual Galois representation). Let F be the residue field
T{mTT. We use ρ¯ to denote the residual representation valued in GL2pFq obtained by the
reduction mod mT, the maximal ideal of T. By residual irreducibility, this representation is
uniquely determined as tracepρ¯pFrobℓqq is the image of the Hecke operator Tℓ in T for rational
primes ℓ - Np. We later make a choice of q as certain primes, congruent to 1 mod p, specified
in a Taylor-Wiles system following Wiles. By this choice of q, we can choose a local ring of
h0,q and hq that projects isomorphically onto T, which we denote T0,q and Tq.
We remark that by [F06, Proposition 8.4] or [H06, Theorem 3.16] that T0,q – T. Let
pi : X0,q Ñ Y and ξ : X0,q Ñ Y denote the natural degeneracy maps, which arise from
“forgetting” and quotienting by a subgroup of order q respectively. Observe that by Picard
functoriality applied to the pi and ξ, we obtain a Q-rational morphism i : J2 Ñ J0,q induced
by the mapping ipx, yq “ pi˚pxq ` ξ˚pyq and we remark that this morphism commutes with
the Hecke operators Tn for all n prime to q. By the self-dual canonical polarization of J2
and J0,q, we obtain the dual morphism i˚ : J0,q Ñ J2 and we consider the composition
M :“ i˚ ˝ i P EndpJ2{Qq “ M2ˆ2pEndpJ{Qqq. By standard computations (see [DT94]) of the
matrix coefficients of M as endomorphisms of S2pΓq via the Petersson inner product, this
map can be written explicitly as
M “
¨˝
q ` 1 Tqxqy´1
Tq q ` 1
‚˛.
Since the Petersson inner product is proportional to the Riemann form of the corresponding
modular Jacobian, we remark that the matrix of i˚ ˝ i can be computed by a standard
computation on S2pΓq2 – ΩJ2{C. The action of endomorphisms of J on ΩJ{C is faithful and
so we obtain the matrix expression in M2ˆ2pEndpJ{Qqq from EndCpΩ2J{Cq “ M2ˆ2pΩJ{Cq “
M2ˆ2pS2pΓqq. In this way, we interpret this endomorphism M as a matrix with entries in
EndQpJq. As shown in [TW95, Section 2], there are infinitely many primes q such that, for a
given maximal ideal m of the Hecke algebra h of pJ , one has detpMq ı 0 mod m. For these
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q and T “ hm, we obtain that xJ2TpKq –zJT10,qpKq, where because ρ is q-distinguished, we can
choose local rings of h0,q and hq that project isomorphically and surjectively respectively
onto T, which we denote T0,q and Tq.
The goal of this thesis is to then give a description of the Tq-module structure of the
p-completed Mordell-Weil group pJTqpKq “ p pJ bhq TqqpKq cut out by Tq by examining the
∆q-action on pJTqpKq given by the diamond operators.
Before stating our first result, we first recall some technical conditions from Galois defor-
mation theory that we will impose. Let Dℓ denote the decomposition subgroup at the prime
ℓ. We say our local Galois representation ρ¯ : GalpQ¯{Qq Ñ GL2pFq is p-distinguished if ρ¯|Dp
has the form ρ¯|Dp „
`
χ¯1 ˚
0 χ¯2
˘
, for characters χ¯1 ‰ χ¯2. The representation ρ¯ is q-distinguished
if ρ¯ is unramified at q and ρ¯|Dq „
´
αq 0
0 βq
¯
for αq ‰ βq. In other words, ρ¯pFrobqq has two
distinct eigenvalues. We say that ρ¯ is p-ordinary if ρ¯|Dp „
`
χ¯1 ˚
0 χ¯2
˘
for χ¯2 unramified. We
say that ρ¯ is flat at p if there exists a finite flat group scheme G over Zp whose Qp-points is
isomorphic to pT{mTTq2, such that T{mTT Ă EndpGq and ρ¯|Dp can be realized on GpQpq as
a Galois module.
We will later impose additional restrictions on our residual representation ρ¯ as part of
a Galois deformation problem, which will be key in setting up the Taylor-Wiles system in
our application. These are some of the necessary conditions that guarantee the existence of
a deformation ring R, due essentially to Mazur [M97]. These technical conditions will be
recalled in section 4.
Finally, we assume throughout this chapter that the residual representation ρ¯ is absolutely
irreducible when restricted to Qpap´1qpp´1q{2pq. This assumption is necessary to guarantee
the existence of the Taylor-Wiles primes, which we recall later following Wiles.
The first result needed to prove the main theorem of this paper relates the two p-adically
completed Jacobians pJT and pJTq via the ∆q-action:
Theorem 3.1.1 (Theorem A). Assume that T is non-Eisenstein and K is a p-adic field of
finite degree over Qp. Suppose that the local representation ρ¯ is q-distinguished. Assume also
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that pJTpKq is torsion-free. We have an isomorphism pJTpKq˚ – pJTqpKq˚{pδ ´ 1q pJTqpKq˚
where pJTqpKq˚ and pJTpKq˚ denote the O-dual of pJTqpKq and pJTpKq respectively, and δ is
the fixed choice of generator of ∆q.
We later describe explicit sufficient conditions for the torsion-freeness of pJTpKq.
One can think about pJTpKq as a fixed base object sitting under a moving family of
the objects pJTqpKq, which vary as one adds primes q ” 1 mod p to the level. Under
certain assumptions, we show that the Or∆qs-module structure of pJTpKq is amenable to an
application of Taylor-Wiles systems. In particular, we show that pJTqpKq˚ is Or∆qs-free and
by careful choice of the primes q added to the level of pJTq following the original argument
by Taylor and Wiles, we arrive at the main theorem of the paper:
Theorem 3.1.2 (Theorem B). Let the assumptions be as in Theorem A. Suppose additionally
that p - ϕpNq and either (1) ρ¯ is ordinary and p-distinguished or (2) ρ is flat. Suppose also
that primes ℓ | N satisfy one of Wiles’ conditions (A), (B), or (C) [W95] (see section 4.3
below for details). Under these assumptions, pJTpKq is free of finite positive rank rK : Qps
over T.
The hypothesis that pJTpKq is torsion-free may be replaced with the condition that the
p-adic cyclotomic character does not arise as a quotient of ρ¯|Dp .
The conditions (A), (B), and (C) are recalled in section 4 and are necessary to ensure
the deformation theory required for the Taylor-Wiles system works. As we shall see, we
define an error term eK controlling the relationship between pJT and pJTq . We show in the
appendix that the analagous error term vanishes in other situations over ℓ-adic fields and
number fields, which may be of use apart from our application to the main theorem.
3.1.2 Organization
Let us give an overview of this chapter’s organization.
Section 2 examines the relationship between the two abelian étale sheaves pJT and pJ ∆qTq .
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Recall that pJTq “ Jˆ bhq Tq and ∆q is the p-Sylow quotient of pZ{qZqˆ, so that pJ ∆qTq is the
subsheaf fixed by the diamond operators. In particular, we obtain an abelian étale sheaf
isomorphism pJT – pJ ∆qTq , where pJ ∆qTq is the subsheaf fixed by the action of the diamond
operators belonging in ∆q.
This is achieved by examining the Hecke correspondence action on the level of Picard
schemes and translating the correspondence action to an explicit one on Čech cohomology.
We show that the kernel and cokernel of a natural map pJ Ñ pJ ∆q can be embedded into Čech
cohomology groups on which the induced action of the Hecke operators Tℓ is multiplication
by ℓ` 1, implying that the kernel and cokernel of the aforementioned map is Eisenstein. By
cutting out our p-adically completed modular Jacobians with a non-Eisenstein local ring, we
arrive at the desired isomorphism.
As a consequence, we obtain an exact sequence of abelian étale sheaves
0Ñ pJT Ñ pJTq Ñ αp pJTqq Ñ 0
where α “ δ ´ 1.
In section 3, we turn to the question of the exactness of the above exact sequence when
we evaluate at a local field K. In particular, we define an error term eK , whose vanishing
measures the exactness of the above exact sequence evaluated at K.
The main point of this section is to prove that a key sequence of étale sheaves evaluated
at K is exact. This is important in providing an exact control result relating the p-adically
completed Mordell-Weil groups pJTpKq and pJTqpKq.
In section 4, we set up a Taylor-Wiles system pTQ, pJTQpKq˚qQ where Q ranges an infinite
set of finite sets of primes q ” 1 mod p following the original work of Wiles.
We begin by proving the Or∆qs-freeness of pJTqpKq˚. A crucial ingredient needed for this
is the vanishing of the error terms eK defined in section 2. When the eK vanish, we obtain
an exact sequence
0Ñ αp pJTqqpKq˚ Ñ pJTqpKq˚ Ñ pJTpKq˚ Ñ 0
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which with some commutative algebra arguments gives the desired freeness result.
We also briefly review the Taylor-Wiles apparatus and explain how it applies to our
setup, concluding with a proof of Theorem B.
We conclude in section 5 with some remarks involving the global situation and questions
for future exploration.
3.2 The Eisenstein Kernel
Let pi : X Ñ Y be the projection of modular curves as in §1.2. We have an induced natural
map on the p-adically completed modular Jacobians i : pJ Ñ pJ , which we consider as a map
of abelian étale sheaves, and an induced action of ∆q on pJTq . A natural question is to ask
how pJ and pJ ∆q are related. In this section, we show that the natural map between them
has Eisenstein kernel and cokernel, so upon tensoring by a non-Eisenstein local component
T of the p-adic Hecke algebra, we obtain the following:
Theorem 3.2.1. If T is non-Eisenstein, we have an isomorphism pJT – pJ ∆qTq as sheaves in
the étale site over Qp.
We prove this in the next subsection following some general results regarding Čech co-
homology. The main point is to interpret the Hecke action on the kernel and cokernel in
question in terms of Čech cohomology groups. We compute explicitly that the action of Tℓ
on Čech cohomology is multiplication by ℓ ` 1 and that the kernel and cokernels naturally
embed into certain Čech cohomology groups.
3.2.1 Čech cohomology
We begin by interpreting the Hecke correspondence action on Picard groups using Čech
cohomology and demonstrating the relevant technical results. For this section, we work
in a general setting. Most of the technical results in this section are found in [H15]. We
restate some results here as our applications and the context differ. In [H15], the primary
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application is control of Up-operators, whereas the application here is to explicitly describe
the correspondence action of Tℓ operators on cohomology for primes ℓ different than p.
Let pi : X Ñ Y denote a finite flat degree d covering of geometrically reduced, proper
varieties over a base field k. Let U Ď Y ˆk Y be a correspondence on Y with projections pi1
and pi2 and denote by UX the pullback correspondence on X ˆkX with projection maps pi1,X
and pi2,X .
For some α P H0pX ,OˆX q, consider αU :“ pi1˚,Xα P H0pUX ,OUX q. Multiplication by pi1˚,Xα
has a degree d characteristic polynomial P pT q, and we define the norm NUpαUq to be P p0q.
We set the U action on H0pX ,OˆX q to be Upαq “ NUpαUq.
To give the correspondence action of U on Čech cohomology, we next describe the induced
action of U on H0pX ,OˆX psqq. Consider the iterated product pii,X psq “ pii,X ˆY ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆY pii,X :
U
psq
X Ñ X psq for i “ 1, 2, where U psqX is the s-fold product of UX over Y . Denote by Uj “
U
pjq
X ˆY X ps´jq and consider the two projections pipsq1,j and pipsq2,j to Uj´1 “ U pj´1qX ˆY X ps´j`1q.
The projections pipsqi,j is the identity on the first j ´ 1 factors and the last s´ j factors and is
the projection map pii at the j-th factor for i “ 1, 2. These induce a correspondence Uj Ď
pU pj´1qX ˆY X ps´j`1qqˆY pU pj´1qX ˆY X ps´j`1qq. The norm map NUs “ Npi2,X psq : pi2,X psq,ˆOˆUs Ñ
OˆX psq factors through the successive norm maps as NUs “ Ns ˝Ns´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝N1, where Nj is
the norm map with respect to Uj Ñ Uj´1.
In sufficiently nice situations, we obtain an explicit action of the Hecke operators acting
on Čech cohomology:
Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose pi : X Ñ Y is a finite flat morphism of geometrically reduced, proper
schemes over a field Specpkq. Assume further that X and UX are proper schemes over k such
that
1. UX is geometrically reduced, and for each geometrically connected component X ˝ of
X , its pullback to UX via pi2,X is connected
2. pf ˝ pi2,X q˚OUX “ f˚OX
We have that
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1. pi2 : U Ñ Y has constant degree d “ degppi2q, the action of U on H0pX ,OXˆq is
multiplication by d.
2. The action of U psq on Hˇ0pX ,OˆX psqq is multiplication by d
3. The action of U on HˇspX {Y , H0pY ,Gm,Yqq is multiplication by d.
Proof : Since pi is proper, we have by the assumptions that H0pUX ,OX q “ H0pX ,OX q “
k|pi0pX q|. We can identify αU P H0pUX ,OUX q as a section of of H0pX ,OX q as these two
cohomology groups are equal. We conclude that NUpαUq “ αdegppi2qU , which gives the first
assertion. For the second, we have that pf ˝ ρ1q˚OU1 “ pf ˝ pi2,X q˚pOX q bOY f˚OX bOY
¨ ¨ ¨ bOY f˚OX . Therefore, the hypotheses above are satisfied for U1 and we deduce the
second assertion. The third follows immediately from the second.
3.2.2 Application to p-adically completed Jacobians
The Čech to derived spectral sequence yields the following commutative diagram with exact
rows [H15, pg. 13] [Mi80, Chapter III, Corollary 2.8]:
Hˇ1pX{Y,H0pY qq ÝÝÝÑ PicY {K ÝÝÝÑ Hˇ0pX{Y,PicY {Kq ÝÝÝÑ Hˇ2pX{Y,H0pY qqİ§§ İ§§ İ§§ İ§§
C 1 ÝÝÝÑ J ÝÝÝÑ Hˇ0pX{Y,J q ÝÝÝÑ C
where H0pY q “ H0pY,Gm,Y q We observe first that since X{Y is Galois that Hˇ0pX{Y,J q is
just group cohomology H0p∆q,J q “ J ∆q . The Hecke correspondence Tℓ has degree ℓ`1, so
we conclude by Lemma 3.2.2 that Tℓ acts on the Čech groups HˇnpX{Y,OˆXq via multiplication
by ℓ ` 1. Completing p-adically (i.e. tensoring each p-profinite quotient by O over Zp) and
tensoring by a non-Eisenstein local component of the Hecke algebra T, we obtain the desired
sheaf isomorphism pJT – pJ ∆qTq .
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3.3 Vanishing of the error term
We regard as above pJT and pJTq as étale shaves over the étale site of Qp and let K be a
finite extension of Qp. In this way, evaluating pJT and pJTq gives the p-adically completed
Mordell-Weil group limÐÝ JTpKq{pnJTpKq bZ O and limÐÝJTqpKq{pnJTqpKq bZ O respectively.
As a result of the previous section, we obtain an exact sequence of abelian étale sheaves for
a non-Eisenstein local ring T
0Ñ pJT Ñ pJTq αÝÑ pJTq νÝÑ pJT Ñ 0
where the exactness on the right follows from the sheaf isomorphism pJT – pJ ∆qTq . Restricting
this sequence to the first three arrows, we obtain the short exact sequence
0Ñ pJT Ñ pJTq Ñ αp pJTqq Ñ 0,
where α “ δ ´ 1 and ν “ řσP∆q σ.
For K a finite extension of Qp, define
eK :“ αp pJTqqpKq{αp pJTqpKqq
as the abelian group quotient, which measures the exactness of the corresponding module
sequence evaluated at K. The goal of this section is to prove that the error term eK vanishes
for any choice of K finite over Qp.
Before proceeding, we first show that it is enough to show that eK vanishes for O “ Zp.
Suppose that ρ¯ has values in GL2pFq for a finite extension F of Fp and let O be the unramified
extension of Zp with residue field F, i.e. the Witt vector ring with coefficients in F. Let L be
a number field with integer ring OL such that OLbZZp – O. For AOL :“ AbZOL, where A
is either J or J , the sheaf defined by K ÞÑ AOLpKqpbZp is isomorphic to Aˆ, where Aˆ is the
p-adic completion defined in the introduction. Note that AOL – ArF:Fps as an abelian variety.
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Moreover, for a complete local ring S finite over Zp with residue field F, S is automatically
an O-algebra by the universality of Witt ring, and hence S bZp O “ Sm for m “ rF : Fps (as
S bO{mS “ F bFp F “ Fm). Thus, if we can prove control for T (and Tq)-component of Jˆ
and Jˆ for Zp, it is valid for the unramified O. For more general O, we can further extend
scalars from the Witt vector ring to O. Therefore, in the rest of this section, we assume
O “ Zp.
3.3.1 Vanishing at p
We discuss first the p-adically completed étale sheaf of an abelian variety A over a finite
field of characteristic p. Let A be an abelian variety over the finite field Fp and write, for an
étale extension k of Fp, k “ limÝÑn Fn for finite étale subextensions of Fn of k. For an étale
extension k on the étale site of Fp, we define
Aˆpkq “ limÝÑ
n
pApFnq b Zpq “
ď
n
ApFnq b Zp
For k a finite extension of Fp, we simply have Aˆpkq “ Apkq bZ Zp. The sheafification of
this presheaf yields the p-adic completion of A. As tensoring with Zp over Z is exact, this
procedure transforms exact sequences of abelian varieties over Fp to exact sequences of étale
sheaves on the étale site over Fp.
Lemma 3.3.1. For A an abelian variety over a finite field k of characteristic p, consider the
p-adically completed Mordell-Weil group pApkq. Under these hypotheses, we have the vanishing
of the group cohomology group H1pGk, pApkqq “ 0, where Gk “ Galpk{kq, the absolute Galois
group of k.
Proof : Write q “ pn where n is the degree of k over Fp. From the usual Lang’s theorem
[L56, Theorem 1], we have that the morphism σ : Apk¯q Ñ Apk¯q where σpxq “ x´1 ¨ xq
is a surjection. The kernel of σ is precisely Apkq. We observe that pApkq “ Apkq bZ Zp
is discrete. Therefore, the continuous cohomology group H1pGk, pApkqq can be written as
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limÝÑU H1pGk{U,ApkqUq, where the U vary over open subgroups of Gk [MFGC, Corollary
4.26]. We remark that the right hand side is a limit of finite cohomology groups. Since tensor
products commute with injective limits, we conclude that H1pGk, pApkqq “ H1pGk, Apkqq bZ
Zp. From Lang’s theorem, we have that H1pGk, Apkqq “ 0 and, by taking the p-primary part
(or by tensoring with Zp), we conclude that H1pGk, pApkqq “ 0.
Lemma 3.3.2. For K of residual characteristic p, eK vanishes, i.e. αp pJTpKqq “ αp pJTqpKq.
Proof : In the following for an abelian variety A over Q, the notation pApFq is taken to
mean evaluating the p-adic completion of the special fiber of the Néron model of A at F in
the manner described above (in applications, A will be either J or J). Let J˝pKq denote
the formal completion of J at the identity, which is p-profinite. We therefore have thatpJ˝pKq :“ J˝pKq bZp Zp is equal to J˝pKq. By [T67, Proposition 4], pJT˝pKq is the kernel
of the reduction map pJTpKq Ñ pJTpFq. We have an analogous statement for pJT˝qpKq, so we
obtain a commutative diagram with exact columns as:
0 0 0§§đ §§đ §§đ
0 ÝÝÝÑ pJT˝pKq ÝÝÝÑ pJT˝qpKq ÝÝÝÑ αp pJTqq˝pKq ÝÝÝÑ 0§§đ §§đ §§đ
0 ÝÝÝÑ pJTpKq ÝÝÝÑ pJTqpKq ÝÝÝÑ αp pJTqqpKq ÝÝÝÑ 0§§đ §§đ §§đ
0 ÝÝÝÑ pJTpFq ÝÝÝÑ pJTqpFq ÝÝÝÑ αp pJTqqpFq ÝÝÝÑ 0§§đ §§đ §§đ
0 0 0
As we work on the étale site over Qp, we obtain descriptions of pJTpKq and pJTqpKq ex-
plicitly as Zp-modules and the mod p reductions and apply Lemma 3.3.1 to deduce that
H1pGalpF¯{Fq, pJTpF¯qq “ 0. From the long exact sequence arising from the bottom row, we
deduce exactness of the bottom sequence. As pJT and pJTq have good reduction at p, the kernel
of reduction (i.e. the formal group at the identity) is formally smooth and the sequence
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0Ñ pJ˝T Ñ pJ ˝Tq Ñ αp pJTqq˝ Ñ 0
is exact as an étale sheaf. By formal smoothness, write pJT˝pKq and αp pJTqq˝pKq as
SpfpZprrx1, . . . , xissq and SpfpZprry1, . . . , yjssq. The sheaf exactness tells us that the mid-
dle term of the top exact sequence is given by the formal spectrum of the completed tensor
product Zprrx1, . . . , xisspbZpZprry1, . . . , yjss. This description yields a set-theoretic splitting
of the top row, so we conclude that the top row sequence of p-adically completed Mordell-
Weil groups is also exact. Finally, the nine lemma yields exactness of the middle row, as
desired.
Lemma 3.3.3. When K is a finite extension of Qp, the following sequence is exact:
0Ñ αp pJTqqpKq Ñ pJTqpKq Ñ νp pJTqpKqq Ñ 0
Proof: Immediate from the vanishing of eK and left exactness of sheaf evaluation.
3.4 The Taylor-Wiles System
The goal of this section to prove Theorem B. We begin by proving the Or∆qs-freeness ofpJTqpKq and subsequently generalizing this freeness to p-adically completed modular Jaco-
bians yJTQpKq, where yJTQ will range over an infinite set of finite sets Q to be defined precisely
later. As in the original Taylor-Wiles paper, these freeness results are crucial in setting up
the Taylor-Wiles system we use. We also briefly review Taylor-Wiles systems and deforma-
tion theory of Galois representations as needed for our applications. We conclude the section
with some remarks on the torsion-free assumption of our main theorems.
3.4.1 Freeness over Or∆qs
We wish to prove the Or∆qs-freeness of the pJTqpKq. To do so, we recall a key result due to
Taylor and Wiles [TW95, Theorem 2], demonstrating the freeness of Hecke algebras Tq over
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the group ring Or∆qs.
Lemma 3.4.1. Tq is Or∆qs-free of rank equal to the O rank of T.
Proof. This is the content of Theorem 2 of [TW95].
For the following result, we specialize briefly to O “ Zp and describe how to obtain the
analogous statement for general O after.
Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose pJTpKq is Zp-free and dimT{pbQp pJTpKqrps b Qp “ r for all p P
SpecpTqpQpq. Then, we have the bound dimTq{QbQp pJTqpKqrQs b Qp ď r for all Q P
SpecpTqqpQpq. If we assume further that dimT{QbQp pJTqpKqrQs b Qp “ r for all Q P
SpecpTqqpQpq, then pJTqpKq is a free Zpr∆qs-module of rank rR, where R is the Zp-rank
of T.
Proof. Since pJTpKq is Zp torsion-free, we have that H0pGalpQp{Kq, ρ¯q “ 0. Since pJTqpKq
shares the same residual representation ρ¯ as pJTpKq, we conclude that pJTqpKq is also torsion
free and thus Zp-free by examining the decomposition (1.2.1) for pJTqpKq.
Recall the sheaf exact sequence
0Ñ pJT Ñ pJTq αÝÑ pJTq νÝÑ pJT Ñ 0
where upon evaluating at our p-adic field K. We split this 4 term sequence into the following
exact sequences:
0Ñ pJTpKq Ñ pJTqpKq Ñ αp pJTqpKqq Ñ 0
0Ñ αp pJTqpKqq Ñ pJTqpKq Ñ νp pJTqpKqq Ñ 0
in which every term is Zp-free. Combining these two exact sequences with an application of
Lemma 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, we obtain the isomorphism pJTpKq˚ – pJTqpKq˚{pδ ´ 1q pJTqpKq˚.
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Since pJTpKq has Zp rank equal to r ¨ R, we obtain a surjection Zpr∆qsrR Ñ pJTqpKq˚ as
Zpr∆qs-modules. Let Q0 be a prime ideal of Zpr∆qs with residual characteristic 0. Since Tq
is a Zpr∆qs-free module of finite rank R (as Tq{pδ ´ 1qTq – T), we have the equalities
RdimTq{Q0bQp pJTqpKq˚{Q0 bQp ď rR ¨ rankZpZpr∆qs{Q0 “ r ¨ rankZpTq{Q0 “ rR
On the other hand, we have
dimFp pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚q bZpr∆qs{Q0 F “ dimF pJTqpKq˚ bZpr∆qs F “ rR
sinceQ0 Ă mZpr∆qs. We conclude that the minimal number of generators of pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚
over Zpr∆qs is rR by Nakayama’s lemma.
By assumption, we have that dimT{QbQp pJTqpKqrQs bQp “ r and so pJTqpKqrQs bQp –
kpQqr for the residue field kpQq. This implies p pJTqpKq˚{Q pJTqpKq˚q b Qp – kpQqr since
kpQq is self-dual over Qp by the trace pairing. We conclude therefore that
dimT{QbQpp pJTqpKq˚{Q pJTqpKq˚q bQp “ r
for any prime Q P SpecpTq with residual characteristic zero. We also have that
p pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚q bQp – ź
Q|Q0
p pJTqpKq˚{Q pJTqpKq˚q bQp
for any prime Q0 P SpecpZpr∆qsq with residual characteristic zero and deduce from this
relation that
p pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚q bQp – pZpr∆qs{Q0q bZp QrRp “ kpQ0qrR
for the residue field kpQ0 “ FracpZpr∆qs{Q0q. Since Zpr∆qs{Q is a discrete valuation ring,
we have that pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚ – pZpr∆qs{Q0qrR ‘ T for some finite torsion module
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Zpr∆qs{Q0-module T . Since pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚ has minimal number of generators equal
to rR over Zpr∆qs{Q0, we must have T “ 0, and so we obtain
pJTqpKq˚{Q0 pJTqpKq˚ – pZpr∆qsqrR
for allQ0. This isomorphism is induced by pi : Zpr∆qsrR Ñ pJTqpKq˚ tensored with Zpr∆qs{Q0
and so kerppiq Ă ŞQ0 QrR0 “ 0, with Q0 running over all primes with residual characteristic
zero. We conclude therefore that pJTqpKq˚ – Zpr∆qsrR and so pJTqpKq˚ is Zpr∆qs-free of
rank R. To obtain the freeness of pJTqpKq, we take the Zp-dual using the fact Zpr∆qs˚ –
Zpr∆qs, as Zpr∆qs is a local complete intersection (as we can exhibit an explicit isomorphism
Zpr∆qs – ZprSs{pp1` Sqpe ´ 1q, where e is the p-order of the cyclic group ∆q).
Later, we will show that r “ 1 in our situation. We obtain as a corollary the analagous
freeness result over Or∆qs.
Lemma 3.4.3. Under the same assumptions as Lemma 3.4.2, pJTqpKq is free of finite rank
over Or∆qs.
Proof. Write Tq{O and T{O for the local rings of the Hecke algebras over O for O “ W ,
where W is the Witt vector ring with residue field F. We have that T{O – Tm{Zp and
Tq{O – Tmq{Zp as Zp-modules for m “ rF : Fps. As explained at the beginning of Section 3,
JˆTq{O “ pJmTq{Zp , and hence we can replace Zp in the above argument byO “ W . For generalO
with residue field F, one obtains the result by scalar extension fromW as Tq{WbWO “ Tq{O.
This proves that the Or∆qs-module JˆTqpKq is Or∆qs-free.
We next let Q “ tq1, . . . , qru be a finite set of primes qi ” 1 mod p for which ρ¯ is
qi-distinguished and unramified at each qi. Write X0,Q, and XQ to denote the modular
curves of level structure ΓQ and Γ1pNśri“1 qiq respectively, where ΓQ is the level group
intermediate to Γ1pNq and Γ1pNśri“1 qiq and such that XQ is Galois over X0,Q with Galois
group ∆Q. Analogously to the original setup, choose local components T0,Q and TQ of
the Hecke algebras h0,Q and hQ of X0,Q and XQ (generated over O) respectively following
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Taylor-Wiles [TW95, pg. 555]. As before, the Hecke algebras T0,Q and TQ determine the
same residual representation ρ as before. We use zJT0,Q and pJTQ to denote the tensor productpJ bh0,Q T0,Q and pJ bhQ TQ respectively. By the same argument as in §3.1.1, we identify xJT
with zJT0,Q .
By inducting, we obtain the corollary:
Corollary 3.4.4. Suppose pJTpKq is O-free and dimT{pbQp pJTpKqrps b Qp “ r for all p P
SpecpTqpQpq. Then, we have that dimTQbQp pJTQpKqrQs bQp ď r for all Q P SpecpTQqpQpq.
Assume further that dimTQbQp pJTQpKqrQs bQp “ r for all Q P SpecpTQqpQpq. We have thatyJTQpKq is a free Or∆Qs-module of rank rR, where R is the O rank of T.
Proof. We induct on the cardinality of the set Q. The base case where |Q| “ 1 is Lemma
3.4.3. Suppose that the result is true for any Q with |Q| “ r´1 and suppose inductively that
Q “ tq1, . . . , qru. Write Q1 “ Q ´ tqru and let ΓQ and ΓQ1 denote the corresponding level
groups, so that ΓQ{ΓQ1 – ∆qr “ xδy. Using similar arguments from the previous sections
switching the roles of pJTpKq and pJTqpKq with yJT1Q and yJTQ , we deduce the relation
yJTQpKq˚{pδ ´ 1qyJTQpKq˚ –zJTQ1 pKq˚
By our inductive step, the right term, pJTQ1 pKq˚ is Or∆Q1s-free of rank r ¨ R. As such,
we obtain a surjective morphism Or∆QsrR  yJTQpKq˚. As TQ has rank R over O, we
then follow the argument of Lemma 3.4.2 replacing pJTpKq with zJTQ1 pKq and pJTqpKq withyJTQpKq.
3.4.2 Galois Deformation Theory
In this section, we recall some of the theory of Galois deformations and formulate the par-
ticular deformation problem for our application. Let Σ be a finite set of primes including
the prime p and write QΣ to denote the maximal extension of Q unramified outside Σ and
8. We fix an embedding of QΣ in the complex numbers and we fix a choice of decompo-
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sition groups Dℓ for all rational primes ℓ. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and let
ρ¯0 : GalpQΣ{Qq Ñ GL2pkq be an irreducible representation. We assume that detpρ¯0q is odd.
We say that ρ0 is a deformation of ρ¯0 if ρ0 is a representation of GalpQΣ{Qq valued in an
Artinian local ring A with residue field k such that the residual representation is equal to
ρ¯0. Following Mazur, we consider deformations equivalent up to a conjugation action of
elements of the kernel of the reduction map GL2pAq Ñ GL2pkq.
In applications, it is useful to consider deformations of ρ¯ that satisfy a range of conditions
naturally arising from geometry. A deformation condition means a full subcategory of the
deformations to T satisfying axioms (1)-(3) of [M97, pg. 289]. It is a theorem of Mazur uti-
lizing Schlessinger’s criterion that a formal deformation condition is relatively representable
and that if the residual representation ρ¯ is absolutely irreducible, then it is represented by a
quotient ring of the larger deformation problem. In our situation, we consider deformations
of our residual deformation ρ¯ with coefficients in F from the non-Eisenstein maximal ideal
m, so our deformation problems seek lifts ρ with coefficients in T. We consider the following
deformation types:
1. (a) Selmer deformations. We assume that ρ¯ is p-ordinary and p-distinguished
and that the deformation has a representative ρ : GalpQΣ{Qq Ñ
GL2pTq such that ρ|Dp „
` χ1 ˚
0 χ2
˘
with χ2 unramified and χ2 mod mT ”
χ2 with det|Ip “ ϵ for the cyclotomic character ϵ.
(b) Ordinary deformations. We impose the same conditions as in (1)
but with no determinant conditions
(c) Strict deformations. The same as in (1), but imposed when ρ¯ is not
semisimple and not flat. In this case, we demand that χ¯1χ¯2´1 “
ω “ ϵ mod p and that χ1χ´12 “ ϵ.
Remark: As we work with weight 2 modular forms of level N prime to
p, cases (2) and (3) do not arise in our applications.
2. Flat at p deformations. We assume in this case that each deformation
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ρ to GL2pAq has the property that for any quotient A{α of finite order
ρ|Dp mod α is the Galois representation associated to a finite flat group
scheme over Zp.
Additionally, the following types of minimal deformation conditions will be imposed at
the primes of bad reduction that are necessary for the Taylor-Wiles method to work. These
conditions were originally imposed by Wiles. There are three behaviors of the local Galois
deformation we distinguish at primes ℓ ‰ p where the representation ρ¯ is ramified. These
are not necessarily mutually exclusive conditions.
(A) ρ¯|Dℓ “ p α ˚0 β q for a suitable choice of basis with α, β unramified characters
satisfying αβ´1 “ ω and the fixed space of Iℓ of dimension 1.
(B) ρ¯|Iℓ “ p α 00 1 q, with α ‰ 1 for a suitable choice of basis
(C) H1pQℓ,W q “ 0 where W is the adjoint representation of ρ¯, where the
adjoint representationW is the space of matrices Mat2ˆ2pFq whose Galois
module action is given by x ÞÑ gxg´1 for g P Dℓ and x P Mat2ˆ2pFq.
We impose for primes ℓ satisfying (A), (B), or (C) the condition that their deformations
to T satisfy the following conditions respectively:
(A1) ρ|Dℓ “
`
ψ1 ˚
0 ψ2
˘
with ψ1, ψ2 unramified and ψ1ψ´12 “ ϵ
(B1) ρ|Iℓ “
`
χℓ 0
0 1
˘
for a suitable choice of basis, with χℓ of order to p
(C1) detpρ|Iℓq is of order prime to p
Following Wiles notation, M will denote the ramified primes satisfying (A), (B), or (C).
We now describe the deformation problem that will be of concern to us. Let Q be a set
of primes q ” 1 mod p such that ρ¯ is unramified and q-distinguished at each q P Q. We
let JQ denote the modular Jacobian whose Galois group over J is precisely ∆Q “śqPQ∆q
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and write TQ to denote the p-adic Hecke algebra of JQ projecting to T. In particular, these
Hecke algebras give rise to Galois representations with the same residual representation ρ¯.
We letM be the primes dividing N and let Σ denote the union of the primesMYtpuYQ,
where we allow Q “ H (the minimal case). Let GΣ denote the Galois group GalpQΣ{Qq.
Let CNLO denote the category of complete, Noetherian local rings with the same residue
field F as O, where the morphisms are given by local O-algebra local homomorphisms. We
define the functor
Dp¨,Q,Σ,Mq : CNLO Ñ Sets
where Dp¨,Q,Σ,MqpBq is the set of deformations ρ : GQ Ñ GL2pBq of ρ¯ such that
1. the representation ρ satisfies ¨, where ¨ is either the condition of being
ordinary and p-distinguished or (2) flat
2. at primes ℓ PM satisfying (A), (B), (C), the representation ρ is required
to satisfy conditions (A1), (B1), (C1) respectively
Work of Mazur and Ramakrishna gives the existence of a unique deformation ring
Rp¨,Q,Mq, which is complete, local, and Noetherian, and represents this functor. In our
application, the set M always remains the same as the places other than p where the resid-
ual representation ρ¯ attached to T is ramified, i.e. those primes dividing N . Additionally,
the set Σ depends only on Q. We therefore drop the Σ and M with this understanding
and abbreviate our deformation problem Dp¨,Q,Σq to DQ. We similarly drop the ¨ from the
notation with the understanding that we are either in the (1) ordinary and p-distinguished
or (2) flat case. We abbreviate the representing deformation ring in this case to be RQ.
Let R be the deformation ring representing the deformation problem DH, and let M be
the Betti cohomology group H1pXpΓQq,Oq. Work of Wiles shows that there is an infinite
family X of finite sets Qj of primes satisfying the Taylor-Wiles conditions (TW1-5) [W95,
pg. 523]. For these sets Qj, Wiles shows that R – T. From this point onwards, we utilize
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the same family of finite sets X “ tQmu, but we will in the next section introduce our
own Taylor-Wiles system replacing the Betti cohomology groups with the O-duals of the
p-adically completed Jacobians pJTQpKq that we have been working with throughout this
chapter.
3.4.3 Freeness of pJTpKq
Proof of Theorem B. Since the residual representation ρ¯ is absolutely irreducible when re-
stricted to Qpap´1qpp´1q{2pq, we follow Wiles in [W95, pg. 522] and produce an infinite
set X of finite sets Qm consisting of primes q ” 1 mod pm and |Qm| “ r such that each
q P Qm is q-distinguished. Given these Qm, we recall the deformation functor defined in the
preceding section
DQm : CNLO Ñ Sets
which is represented by the deformation ring RQm and is isomorphic by Wiles to the Hecke
algebra TQm .
Denote by t pJT :“ ptJbZpOqbhT, where tJ denotes the tangent space of the formal group
of the Jacobian J . We have a similar definition for tzJTQ . By Tate [T67, pg. 169], there exists
a local isomorphism
exp : t pJT Ñ pJ˝TpKq
to the K-rational points of the formal group of pJT, which is O-linear and becomes an iso-
morphism upon tensoring with Qp. We use here exp, the inverse of the log map that Tate
explicitly defines in [T67]. Recall Y as in section 1.2 and regard Y to be defined over O. As
we have the identifications
t pJT – H1pY,OY q bh T – T
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as T-modules, we obtain an embedding of T as an O-lattice in a finite index subgroup ofpJTpKq. Here, we have used the fact that h is O-dual to H0pY,ΩY {Oq [MFGC, Theorem
3.17] and that H0pY,ΩY {Oq is O-dual to H1pY,OY q by Grothendieck-Serre duality. Since
tensoring with Qp yields an isomorphism, we deduce that dimT{pbQp pJTpKqrps “ 1 for all
p P SpecpTqpQpq. By a similar argument using the exponential map, we have an embedding
of the Hecke algebra TQ in a finite index subgroup of yJTQpKq. As rankOr∆QsTQ “ R, we
conclude that dimTQ{QbQpyJTQpKqrQsbQp “ 1 as well. Applying Corollary 3.4.4, we conclude
that yJTQpKq is free of finite rank R over Or∆Qs.
We now set RQm “ TQm and MQm “ zJTQm pKq˚ and where R :“ RH “ T and M :“
MH “ pJTpKq˚. With these notations, pRQm ,MQmq is a Taylor-Wiles system for pR,Mq in
the sense of the preceding section. We write ∆Qm “
ś
qPQm ∆q where the ∆q are the diamond
operators at the appropriate level. We verify each of the following Taylor-Wiles conditions
in Theorem 4.5:
(TW1-3) are clear either by definition or construction.
(TW4) is a consequence of Theorem A.
(TW5) is a consequence of the discussion above
By Corollary 3.4.4 combined with Theorem 2.3.1, we therefore obtain the T-freeness ofpJTpKq. To determine the T rank of pJTpKq, we observe that pJTpKq – OrK:Qps¨R, where R is
the O-rank of T. Comparing O-ranks, we conclude that the T-rank of pJTpKq is rK : Qps.
This concludes the proof of Theorem B.
3.4.4 Criteria for torsion-freeness
We conclude this section with some remarks on the torsion-free assumption on pJTpKq. SincepJpKq “ JpKqp bZp O, we assume in this section that O “ Zp. In particular, we describe
criteria to guarantee that pJTpKq is torsion-free. We distinguish between two cases, namely
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the case where ρ¯ is ordinary following work of Hida and the non-ordinary case following work
of Serre.
When ρ¯ is ordinary, let Λ “ ZprrT ss be the Iwasawa algebra. The inertia action via ρ of
GalpK{Kq on the connected component of Jrps bh T factors through Zpˆ “ Γˆ µp´1 Ñ Λˆ.
Then, ζ P µp´1 maps to ζaT for some 0 ď aT ă p ´ 1. Let appq denote the image of the
Uppq-operator (which lives originally in h) in T. We have the following result due to Hida
[H15, Lemma 4.1]:
Lemma 3.4.5 (Hida). Suppose K is finite over Qp and let T be a reduced local ring of the
p-adic Hecke algebra h of J . Let f be the residual degree of K and suppose either of the
following conditions are satisfied:
(a) aT ‰ 0 and appqf ı 1 mod mT
(b) T is Gorenstein and ρ¯pIpq has a non-trivial unipotent element with aT ‰ 0, where Ip is
the inertia group of GalpQ¯p{Kq
Then, pJTpKq is torsion-free.
On the other hand, in the non-ordinary case, if ρ¯|It decomposes into two characters of
level two for the tamely ramified inertia subgroup It, then the representation ρ¯ is irreducible
over Qp [S87]. Therefore, if K is linearly disjoint from the splitting field of ρ¯|GalpQp{Qpq, it
remains irreducible over K. In these two cases, pJTpKq is p-torsion free and so pJTpKq is
torsion free.
3.5 Concluding remarks
For the Taylor-Wiles system to apply, we required the Zp-freeness of pJTpKq and pJTqpKq,
which occurs only when the residual characteristic of K is p. In other cases (i.e. when the
residual characteristic of K is ‰ p, the K-rational points of the p-adic completions of the
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modular Jacobians instead form finite abelian groups. Though in these situations we cannot
apply the methodology of the final section, the analysis of the error terms still remain valid
and thus the error terms eK vanish in many situations. When the error terms eK do not
vanish, however, we can then produce non-trivial elements of the Tate-Shafarevich group
X pJTpF q for a global field F when eFv is non-zero for a finite place v of F . We hope to study
this relationship and the case where K is a number field in the future.
3.6 Appendix: The Error Term for ℓ ‰ p
We maintain the same notation as before, except that K is of residual characteristic ℓ ‰ p.
For an abelian variety defined over Q and O a valuation ring finite and flat over Zp, our
p-adic completion functor becomes the sheafificatioan of K ÞÑ ApKq bZ O on the fppf site
over Qℓ. Restricting to finite extensions of Qℓ, we have an analogous notion as before. The
aim of this appendix is to show that the error terms eK defined earlier vanish under suitable
assumptions. We still work over the étale site of Qℓ, in which case our notion of p-adic
completion follows the same definition as before by Hida.
3.6.1 Vanishing in the good reduction case
Suppose ℓ is the residual characteristic of K and that ℓ - Nqp.
Lemma A.1. As ℓ - Npq, J has good reduction at ℓ. If the residual characteristic of K
is ℓ - Npq and the ramification index of OK is epℓq ă ℓ´ 1, then eK vanishes.
Proof. If the hypotheses are satisfied, we can apply Theorem 4 of Chapter 7 of [BLR90]
to obtain an exact sequence of abelian étale sheaves over OK :
0Ñ pJT{OK Ñ pJTq{OK Ñ αp pJTqq{OK Ñ 0
By Lang’s theorem, H1pF, pJTq “ 0 for the residue field F of OK and so we obtain an
exact sequence
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0Ñ pJTpFq Ñ pJTqpFq Ñ αp pJTqqpFq Ñ 0
Since K is an ℓ-adic local field, we have that pJTpKq “ pJTrp8spKq “ pJTrp8spFq “ pJTpFq
and similarly pJTqpKq “ pJTqpFq since outside the level, pJT and pJTq have good reduction. We
conclude therefore that eK “ 0.
3.6.2 Vanishing in the bad reduction case
When the residual characterstic of K divides N , we make the assumption that the represen-
tation ρ¯ |Dℓ does not contain the p-adic cyclotomic character as a quotient.
Lemma A.2. Suppose the residual characteristic ℓ of K divides N and that the repre-
sentation ρ¯ |Dℓ does not contain the mod p p-adic cyclotomic character as a quotient. Then,
eK vanishes.
Proof : Since either the cyclotomic character does not appear as a quotient of the local
Galois representation, we have that H0pQℓ, JrpsTp´1qq “ 0. As a result, we have that
H0pQℓ, Tp pJp´1qq “ 0.
Given our exact cohomology sequence
0Ñ pJTpKq Ñ pJTqpKq Ñ αp pJTqqpKq Ñ H1p pJT, Kq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
By local Tate duality [Mi06, Corollary 3.4], we have that H1pK, pJTq – t pJTpKq q and
similarly H1pK, pJTqq – t pJTqq. Denote by Z “ kerpt pJTpKqqÑ t pJTqqq. We wish to show that
this vanishes, giving the desired exactness. But as H0pK,TpJTp´1qq is dual to txJTpKqq, we
obtain the desired vanishing.
Remark: When K “ Qℓ, we can give an explicit description in terms of the automorphic
representations. Let ρ “ pbℓpiℓ be the automorphic representation corresponding to ρ. Then,
the condition that ρ¯ does not contain the cyclotomic character as a quotient translates to
the following situations [G75], where χp is the p-adic cyclotomic character:
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(a) piℓ is principal, so that piℓ “ pipα, βq, and we demand that χp mod p R tα mod p, β
mod pu
(b) piℓ is special, so that piℓ “ σpη, |¨|´1ℓ ηq for a character η of Qˆℓ , and we demand that
χp mod p R t| ¨ |lη mod p, η mod pu
(c) piℓ is supercuspidal and ℓ ‰ 2 (the ℓ “ 2 case is exceptional for technical reasons, so
we do not consider it here), and the corresponding local Galois representation modulo p does
not contain |¨|ℓ
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CHAPTER 4
Main Results for Shimura Curves
4.1 Motivation and First Constructions
We begin by reviewing some material regarding the construction and basic properties of
Shimura curves.
4.1.1 First Constructions
Suppose F is a totally real field of degree d over Q. We fix an embedding ι of F into C.
In what follows, A will denote the adeles over F and Af will denote the finite adeles. Let
B be a quaternion algebra central over F unramified at the infinite place induced by ι with
discriminant D. Write G for the Weil restriction of the multiplicative group ResF {QBˆ. Let
S denote the Deligne torus ResC{RGm and consider the homomorphism h : S Ñ GR. Let
X denote the GpRq-conjugacy class of the morphism h : a ` bi ÞÑ
¨˝
a ´b
b a
‚˛. The mapping
ghg´1 ÞÑ gpiq identifies X with the union of two copies of the upper half plane.
If U is a compact open subgroup of GpAf q, then the complex points of the Shimura curves
we shall consider are given by the double quotient MUpG,X qpCq “ GpQqzGpAf qˆX {U . We
remark that these form a projective system as U varies over the compact opens of GpAf q.
Work of Carayol shows that for any g P GpAf q with g´1U 1g Ă U and U sufficiently small,
there exists an etale map g : MU 1pG,X q ÑMUpG,X q. If U 1 Ă U is a normal subgroup, then
the map is in fact a Galois covering with Galois group U{U 1 [C86b, Lemma 1.4.1.1].
For ease of notation, we use XU to denote the Shimura curve MUpG,X q with level
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structure U . Work of Shimura shows that there exists a canonical model XU as an algebraic
variety over F “ ιpF q whose C-valued points are precisely the double quotient above. The
XU form a projective system of smooth, complete algebraic curves over F . Even more,
Carayol shows that under certain hypotheses, these curves with level structure have good
reduction in many situations. Suppose that p is a place of F where B is unramified and
write OFp to denote the p-adically completed local ring of OF with field of fractions Fp. We
can thus identify B b Fp with M2pFpq and we write U0p to denote the subgroup GL2pOFpq
and Unp to denote the subgroup congruent to 1 mod p. If Γ denotes the restricted product
over Gv :“ pB bF Fvqˆ for v ‰ p and V denotes a compact open subgroup of Γ. Carayol
shows that for U sufficiently small that the curves XVˆU0p have good reduction at p and have
a proper and smooth models over OFp that form a projective system with étale transition
maps.
Let us fix a maximal orderO Ă B. For the remainder of this chapter, we use the following
conventions for frequently utilized open compact subgroups of GL2pAf q. For U Ă GpAf q
factorizable, write U “ śv Uv, for Uv Ă Bvˆ . For a finite set of places Σ, we have the
decomposition U “ UΣ ¨ UΣ, where
UΣ “
ź
vPΣ
Uv, U
Σ “
ź
vRΣ
Uv
We write PB, P0, P8 for the places of F which are ramified in B, non-Archimedean, and
Archimedean respectively. We consider the product D of all v P P0 X PB as an ideal of OF .
We write U pDq for an open subgroup of śvPP0´PB GL2pOFvq, which we identify as a closed
subgroup of GpAf q. For a non-zero ideal N Ă OF prime to D, we denote
U pDqpNq “
#
g P GL2p
ź
vPP0´PB
OFvq | g ” 1 mod N
+
U
pDq
11 pNq “
$&%g P GL2p ź
vPP0´PB
OFvq | g ”
¨˝
1 ˚
0 1
‚˛ mod N
,.-
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U
pDq
1 pNq “
$&%g P GL2p ź
vPP0´PB
OFvq | g ”
¨˝
˚ ˚
0 1
‚˛ mod N
,.-
U
pDq
0 pNq “
$&%g P GL2p ź
vPP0´PB
OFvq | g ”
¨˝
˚ ˚
0 ˚
‚˛ mod N
,.-
Then, we define the level structures U?pNq as U pDq? pNqˆ
ś
vPPB Ovˆ where ? “ H, 11, 1, 0.
The reduction properties of Shimura curves were shown by Carayol to parallel the situation
of elliptic modular curves. In particular, if N is prime to p, at p - D with p-level group
U0ppq and outside p-level group U1pNq, one has a model of the special fibre as a union of
two copies of XU1pNq intersecting transversely at supersingular points.
4.2 Automorphic Forms on Shimura Curves
We introduce the spaces of Hilbert modular forms and quaternionic modular forms that will
be relevant to us. We will be only concerned with automorphic forms arising in the (parallel)
weight 2 situation and so we restrict our exposition to this case. This section mainly follows
work of Hida [H80] [H88] [H06]. We continue using the same notations as before.
4.2.1 Quaternionic Automorphic Forms
As before, let P0, P8, and PB denote the finite, infinite, and ramified in B places of F
respectively. We fix a maximal order OB of B and identify the v-completion Ov with
M2ˆ2pOF,vq for every finite place v of F outside PB. As before, we make identifications
Gv – GL2pRq and Gv – Hˆ at the unramified and ramified infinite places of F respectively.
We fix an integral ideal N Ă OF , which is prime to D.
For every finite place v of F ramified in B, we fix an admissible irreducible representation
ρv of Gv and write ρ0 “ bvPPBXP0ρv as a representation of GD “
ś
vPPBXP0 Gv. Since v
ramifies in B, these are all finite dimensional. For a v P PBXP0, we choose an open compact
normal subgroup Rvpρvq of Gv satisfying the conditions that (1) Rvpρvq is contained in the
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kernel of ρv and pRvpρvqqi “ Rvpρvq for the main involution i of Gv. We write G8,` for the
identity connected component of G8 “ GpRq. With these definitions, we set
R “ Rpρ,Nq “ U pDq1 pNq ˆ
ź
vPPBXP0
Rvpρvq ˆG8,`
so that the finite part R0 is open compact in G0.
By Lemma 2.42 of [H06], if Rvpρvq contains Ovˆ for v | D, the representations ρv are of
the form ψv ˝ NBv{Fv , where ψv : Fvˆ Ñ Cˆ is an admissible character and NBv{Fv is the
reduced norm of Bv. We remark that our choice of level structure makes it so that the space
of automorphic forms we therefore obtain can be interpreted as scalar valued rather than
potentially vector valued functions.
For an infinite, unramified place v, we make the identification LiepGvq – M2ˆ2pCq and
define the following differential operators:
Xv “
¨˝
1
?´1
?´1 ´1
‚˛
Xv “
¨˝
1 ´?´1
´?´1 ´1
‚˛
Wv “ 1
2
¨˝
0 ´?´1
?´1 ´1
‚˛
At the infinite places of F which ramify in B, we make the identification
Gv –
$&%
¨˝
a b
´b a
‚˛P GL2pCq | a, b P C
,.-
We fix a weight κ “ pkvqvPP8XPB , where the kv are positive integers ě 2. For every ramified,
infinite place v P P8 X PB, we construct a representation ρ8 of śvPPBXP8 ρv, where ρv “
vphq´kv{2`1ϕkv´2phq for ϕn the n-th symmetric power of the inclusion of Gv into GL2pCq.
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In this way, we assemble a representation ρ “ ρ8 b ρ0 of GD. We set dpρ8q, dpρ0q, and
dpρq to the dimension of ρ8, ρ0, and ρ respectively.
We fix a pair pρ, ωq consisting of the representation ρ of śvPPB Gv and ω an idele class
character of F of finite order, such that the v-component ωv coincides with the central
character of ρv for every v P PB. We then define the space of cusp forms on B as SκpN, ρ, ωq
as the Cdpρq-valued functions f on GA satisfying the conditions that
(QAF1) fpγgq “ fpgq for all γ P GQ
(QAF2) fpgkq “ ωvpdqfpgq with k “
¨˝
a b
c d
‚˛P U0pNqv for all finite places v | N
(QAF3) fpgkq “ fpgqρpkq for all k PśvPPB Gv
(QAF4) fpgkq “ fpgq for k P Ovˆ for all finite places v outside ND
(QAF5) for v P P8 ´ PB, the function fpgxq for g P GA and x P Gv is smooth
and satisfies Wvf “ pkv{2qf and Xvf “ 0 as a function of x. This is the
holomorphy condition for the function on X corresponding to f .
(QAF6) fpzgq “ ωpzqfpgq for all z P ZpAq, the center of GA “ FˆA
For our main applications, we will choose Rvpρvq to be the multiplicative group of the
maximal order of Ov, which gives us the situation where ρv “ ψv ˝ NBv{Fv for a character
ψv of Fv and the reduced norm map NBv{Fv . Define SB2 pN,ωq to be the space of functions
satisfying (QAF1-2,5-6) for kv “ 2 and instead of (QAF3), we demand the condition that
fpgkq “ fpgq for all k P śvPPBXP0 Ovˆ ˆśvPPBXP8 Gv. We similarly define S2pN,ωq for
B “ M2ˆ2pF q satisfying the conditions (QAF1-2) and (QAF4-6), taking PB “ H. This is
the case of (parallel) weight 2 forms, so that κ “ p2, . . . , 2q, in which case the representation
ρ8 becomes trivial at v P P8 X PB and the discrete series representation of weight 2 at
v P P8´PB. Under these conditions, our quaternionic automorphic forms can be considered
as scalar valued functions in C.
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4.2.2 The Jacquet-Langlands Correspondence
Suppose Bv “ B bF Fv is the unique division quaternion algebra over Fv. In this situation,
Weil exhibits a correspondence between admissible, irreducible representations piv of Gv with
admissible, irreducible representations piv˚ of G0v :“ GL2pFvq. In particular, Weil exhibits an
injection from the set of all irreducible representations of Gv :“ Bvˆ into the set of all special
or super-cuspidal representations of G0v. Though stated more generally in Jacquet-Langlands
[JL70], we use the following formulation that explicitly relates the spaces of automorphic
forms we will later encounter [H80, Proposition 2.12].
Theorem 4.2.1 (Jacquet-Langlands). The space of quaternionic automorphic forms SB2 pN,ωq
embeds Hecke-equivariantly into S2pDN,ωq.
4.3 Hecke Algebras
Throughout this section, we assume N is a square-free integral ideal of OF and is prime to
the discriminant D of B. We choose a level structure U between UB1 pNq and UB0 pNq.
4.3.1 Definitions
We follow the exposition of Jarvis and Hida in introducing the relevant Hecke algebras [J04]
[H88]. We define the Hecke correspondences on Shimura curves as follows. Take a prime v
of F and fix a uniformizer ωv. Let pi denote the element of GpAf q which is the identity at
every place except for at v. If B is unramified at v, then piv is equal to the matrix p ωv 00 1 q.
Otherwise v ramifies in B and we choose piv to be the element of Ov, whose reduced norm
generates the ideal v at v. Consider the two degeneracy maps between the curves below
given via
p1 : XUXpiUpi´1 Ñ XU
pg, xq ÞÑ pg, xq
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for g P GpAf q, x P Z, and
p2 : XUXpiUpi´1 Ñ XU
pg, xq ÞÑ pgpi, xq
.
The Hecke operator Tv (resp. Uv) is the map given by pp1q˚p2˚ on divisors if v - ND (resp.
v | NDq. We similarly have the central action Sv:
Sv “ sv˚ ˝ pi˚
where sv “
`
ωv 0
0 ωv
˘
. These maps naturally induce endomorphisms on their respective Jaco-
bians. When F “ Q and B “ GL2, then the map defined results in the same Hecke operator
as before [R90, pg. 443-444].
Consider the Z-algebra ZxTv, Sv, Uw | v - DNy, w | DN . This acts naturally through
a quotient, which we denote by hUpZq on the space of weight 2 quaternionic automorphic
forms S2pUq “ S2,BpUq of level U on. We next fix a rational prime p ą 2 and a prime p
of OF over p. For every maximal ideal M Ă hUpZq of residual characteristic p, we have a
homomorphism
θM : hUpZq Ñ hUpZq{MÑ Fp
where p is the residual characteristic of the prime p. As in the elliptic modular case, there
is an eigenform whose reduction has Hecke eigenvalues given by the images of θM. The
semisimplification of the associated Galois representation, which we discuss in more detail
in the next section, is given by
ρM : GalpF {F q Ñ GL2pFpq
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With a suitable choice of basis, this representation is valued in the field generated by the
traces and so we may take the image of ρM to be in GL2phUpZq{Mq.
Analogously to the elliptic modular case, we say that a maximal ideal M of the Hecke
algebra is Eisenstein if and only if ρM is reducible. An equivalent way to say this is that
there is some integral ideal f of F such that for all but finitely many primes v which are
trivial in the narrow ray class group Clpfq mod f, we have that Tv ´ 2 PM and Sv ´ 1 PM.
See [J04] for more details.
We next introduce the Hecke operators acting on the Jacobians of Shimura curves. Let
JU denote the Jacobian variety of XU . We remark that the Hecke algebra defined above
hUpZq is isomorphic to the subalgebra of EndpJUq given by ZxTv, Sv, Uw | v - DN,w | DNy.
This follows from the fact that S2pUq can be identified with the cotangent space of JU , on
which EndpJUq acts faithfully. We then define hUpZpq “ hUpZq bZ Zp. An equivalent way
of defining the Hecke algebra hUpZq is by replacing the space of quaternionic forms S2pUq
with the cohomology group H1pXU ,Zpq or H0pXU ,ΩXU {Cq. For a prime factor p | p in F ,
we have that hUpOq :“ hUpZpq bZp O acts on {JUpKq :“ JUpKqp bZp O for any valuation
ring O finite, flat over Zp and where K is a finite extension of Fp (recall that JUpKqp is the
maximal p-profinite quotient of JUpKq).
4.4 Galois Representations
We collect some of the main results on the Galois representations associated to a Shimura
curve. Constructing the 2-dimensional Galois representations attached to Hecke eigenforms
on Shimura curves was done first by Ohta [O82] and then by Carayol [C86b] using more
geometric methods. We state the main result of Carayol and Ohta in the particular case of
weight p2, 0q in the sense of [H88], which corresponds to the classical weight 2 case.
Theorem 4.4.1 (Ohta, Carayol). Let f be an eigenform on a Shimura curve of level N of
weight pk, wq. For the number fieldK generated by the Hecke eigenvalues of f with f |Tq “ αqf
and f |Sq “ ωpqqf and for a prime ideal P | p of K, there there exists a continuous Galois
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representation ρf,P : GalpF¯ {F q Ñ GL2pKPq unramified outside DNp. The characteristic
polynomial of the geometric Frobenius is the Hecke polynomial X2 ´ αqX `Npqqωpqq.
Another useful way to describe the Galois representations we consider is framed in terms
of the prime ideals of Hecke algebras. Consider a prime ideal P of the Hecke algebra h and
write κpPq for the quotient field of h{P. We remind the reader that P refers to a prime
ideal of the Hecke algebra, whereas p denotes the fixed prime of OF . We have the following
[H06, Theorem 2.43]
Theorem 4.4.2. There exists a semisimple Galois representation ρP : GalpF {F q Ñ GL2pκpPqq
unramified outside pND and satisfying the properties that
1. ρP is continuous with respect to the profinite topology on κpPq induced
from the profinite subring h.
2. We have that trpρPpFrobℓqq “ T pℓq mod P for all prime ideals ℓ prime to
pND.
3. Let m be the unique maximal ideal containing P. For a place w | p of F ,
define the w-ordinarity condition by Tw R m. If ordinary, we have that
ρP|Dw „
¨˝
ϵw ˚
0 δw
‚˛ for Dw the decomposition group at w.
4. Suppose N is squarefree or that the ℓ-part of N is equal to the ℓ-conductor
ω for a prime ℓ | N . If P is associated to a newform of level N , then for
each prime factor ℓ | N , we have that ρP|Dℓ „
¨˝
ϵℓ ˚
0 δℓ
‚˛
5. If w | p is prime to ND, then ρP|Dw is flat.
Assume that U “ U pDq1 pNq ˆ
ś
ℓ|DO
ˆ
ℓ . The representation ρP can be realized to have
values in GL2ph{Pq, which is unique up to isomorphism if the representation ρM for the
maximal ideal M containing P is absolutely irreducible with prime-to-p conductor ND. We
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remark that when the representation ρM is irreducible for a maximal ideal M of the Hecke
algebra h, then the representations ρP for P Ă M glue together to a unique representation
ρT with values in GL2pTq for the localization T “ hM.
From this point on, we fix a choice of maximal idealM, which we will soon also demand
to be non-Eisenstein. We write ρ to denote ρM.
4.5 An Application of Taylor-Wiles
Assume p does not divide ϕpNq “ |pOF {Nqˆ|. We describe in this section an argument
relying on a Taylor-Wiles system to deduce several results that will be important in the
main application in the following chapter. Later, we will prove that the p-adically completed
Mordell-Weil groups of certain Shimura curves are free over a Hecke algebra in parallel to the
results of the previous chapter. We begin with the setup of our geometric objects (certain
Shimura curves defined with the appropriate level structures) and set up the relevant Galois
deformation problem. We then deduce some facts expressing the appropriate cohomology
of our Shimura curves as free modules over their corresponding Hecke algebras. As stated
previously, the structure of the arguments here closely mirror the situation of the previous
chapter and the final section of this chapter gives the analogous statements and proofs in
the Shimura curve case.
4.5.1 Setup
To begin, we introduce the main objects and basic setup that will be used throughout the
next chapter. As before, let F denote a totally real number field of degree d over Q. We fix
a rational prime p ą 2 as well as a fixed choice of prime p | p (of F ) and an OF integral ideal
N with pp,Nq “ 1. We let B denote a quaternion algebra over F unramified at precisely the
infinite place induced by ι and with discriminant D, which shares no common factors with
pN . We let G denote the Weil restriction ResF {QBˆ, and let X denote the GpRq-conjugation
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class of the morphism h defined in the first section, i.e., X is isomorphic to the sum of two
upper half planes. We let O denote a coefficient ring, which for us will be a discrete valuation
ring, finite and flat extension of Zp containing OF . At every finite place v of F at which B is
unramified, we fix an isomorphism iv : Bvˆ “ pB b Fvqˆ – GL2pFvq and a maximal compact
subgroup, which we identify as GL2pOF,vq. We also fix a maximal order O of B, which
determines a unique maximal order Ov at each of the finite, ramified places. We emphasize
for the reader that we will frequently use the notation w to describe an arbitrary prime of
F dividing p (as opposed to our fixed choice of p) and will use v for places outside p. When
we say w-distinguished for w | p, we mean the notion of p-distinguishedness as in §3.1.1 (i.e.
the local residual representation at w is upper triangular with distinct diagonal characters).
When we say v-distinguished for v P Q, where Q will be a set of Taylor-Wiles primes soon
to be defined, we refer to the notion of q-distinguishedness as before (i.e. the local residual
representation at v is semisimple with distinct characters).
Let Q be a finite set of non-Archimedean places v of F with qv ” 1 mod p, where qv is
the order of the residue field at v and Q is possibly empty. We often denote by the same
symbol Q the square-free product of the prime ideals in Q. We denote by mv the maximal
ideal of OFv and kpvq “ OFv{mv to be the corresponding residue field. We will soon vary
Q over an infinite set of such finite sets as part of a Taylor-Wiles system. Therefore, Q will
consist of Taylor-Wiles primes as specified in rH06, §3.2.4s (see below for more details). For
now, we define the appropriate level structures giving rise to the Shimura curves pertinent
to our applications. Define ∆1v as the maximal subgroup of order prime to p of pOFv{mvqˆ.
Let UQ Ă GpAf q be defined as follows:
pUQqv “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
GL2pOF,vq v - QND
tg P U0pmvq | g ” p α ˚0 α¨h q mod mv, α P kpvqˆ, h P ∆1vu v | Q
U1pNqv v | N
OˆB,v v | D
and define the level structure U0,Q as follows:
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pU0,Qqv “
$&% pUQqv v - QU0pmvq v | Q
For Q empty, we set U “ UQ and we have inclusions UQ Ă U0,Q Ă U and these level
structures give rise to Shimura curvesXUQ , XU0,Q , andXU . We have the inclusions UQ Ă U0,Q
normal. We write Z for the center of G. We moreover have that the quotient pZpQq XUQq ¨
UQzU0,Q – ∆Q, the maximal p-Sylow subgroup of pOF {Qqˆ. For any δ P ∆Q, choose a lift
δ1 P śvPQOˆFv lifting δ and let cpδ1q P GpAf q denote the element with cpδ1qQ “ ` δ1´1 00 δ1 ˘ at
the Q-components and all other components one. Then, UQcpδ1qUQ depends only on δ and
defines the diamond operator on XUQ , through which ∆Q acts on XUQ .
By our constructions, XUQ is Galois over XU0,Q with Galois group ∆Q. We write J ,
JQ, and J0,Q for the Jacobians of XU , XUQ , and XU0,Q respectively and consider their
p-adic completions tensored with O. pJ , xJQ, yJ0,Q, as in the elliptic modular case (and
so are realized as étale sheaves of O-modules). Let h, hQ, and h0,Q denote the p-adic
Hecke algebras generated by Tv and Sv for all finite v over O in EndOp pJq, EndOpxJQq, and
EndOpyJ0,Qq respectively. We choose local rings T, TQ, T0,Q, which give rise to the same
irreducible 2-dimensional, non-Eisenstein Galois representation ρ according to [F06, Section
8] and attached to the choice of one eigenvalue of ρpFrobvq for v P Q. We remark that this
choice is made analogously to Wiles original choice of Hecke algebras in [W95], which comes
down to choosing a choice of eigenvalue of ρ for primes v P Q. In doing so, we must assume
that ρ|GalpF {F pµpqq is absolutely irreducible.
We consider the T-components pJT “ J bh T and similarly yJTQ and zJT0,Q over their
respective Hecke algebras. In the same way as in the preceding chapter, we identify xJT withzJT0,Q .
We remark that the maximal ideal mT determines a finite set of Hecke eigenforms f P
SB2 pU ;Oq congruent to each other modulo mT.
From this point on, we make the following assumptions on our residual Galois represen-
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tation.
1. We demand that for primes w | p, we have that ρ|Dw is either ordinary
w-distinguished or flat
2. We demand that for primes v P Q, we have that ρ|Dv is v-distinguished
in the sense that ρ|Dv is semisimple with two distinct characters αv and
βv
By our choice of UQ, the Galois representation ρ|Dv “ piv is ψ ˝NB{F for an appropriate
character ψ of Fvˆ and NB{F the reduced norm map.
4.5.2 The Galois Deformation Problem
Assume N is square-free and that XU is smooth over F . Let Σp denote the places w | p of
F and write Σp “ Σst Y Σfl Y Σ0 such that
1. w P Σ0 if ρ|Dw is w-ordinary and ρ|Dw arises from a finite flat group
scheme
2. w P Σfl if ρ|Dw is flat
3. w P Σst if ρ|Dw is not associated to a finite flat group scheme and η2,w “
η1,w |¨|´1w , where piw – σpη1,w, η2,wq
We moreover assume that the prime-to-p conductor of ρ is equal to ND, which is equiv-
alent to the minimality conditions (h1-h4) according to [H06, pg. 185] in our setting.
We next define a Galois deformation problem that will identify the Hecke rings of the
preceding section as universal deformation rings.
DQ : CNLO Ñ Sets
so that DpAq is the set of isomorphism classes of representations ρ : GalpQ{F q Ñ GL2pAq
satisfying the properties that
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1. ρ mod mA – ρ
2. ρ is unramified outside pDNQ
3. detpρq “ ϵ`χp for the global p-adic cyclotomic character χp, where ϵ` is
the Teichmuller lift of detpρq{χp mod p
4. ρ|Dw „ p ϵw ˚0 δw q for characters ϵw, δw : Bw Ñ Aˆ with δw mod mA “ δw
and δw unramified for all primes w P Σ0 Y Σst
5. For w P Σ0, we demand the extension class ϵw Ñ ρw Ñ δw gives rise
to a flat cohomology class in H1flpF unrw , Ap1qq. The flat cohomology
H1flpF unrw , Ap1qq is the image of limÝÑnOunr,ˆw {pOunr,ˆw qp
nbZpA inH1pF unrw , Ap1qq.
6. ρ|Dv „ p ϵv ˚0 δv q for characters ϵv, δv : Bv Ñ Aˆ with ϵv “ ϵ`,v over Iv and
δv unramified for all primes v|ND outside p
7. ρ|Dw is flat for all w P Σfl
Under the assumptions that ρ|GalpQ{F pµpqq is absolutely irreducible and ρ is q-distinguished
for all q P Q, the functor DQ is representable by a unique universal deformation ring RQ.
By [H06, Thoerem 3.28], there is a choice of a local ring TQ of hQ, which as modules over
RQ collectively form a Taylor-Wiles system and we have an isomorphism T – R, identifying
the Hecke ring as universal deformation rings of the above Galois deformation functor. For
the remainder of this section, we fix a choice of infinite families of finite sets X “ tQmumPN
that gives rise to Taylor-Wiles systems that identify the Hecke ring T with the deformation
ring R.
4.5.3 A Taylor-Wiles System
Let O be a discrete valuation ring finite flat over Zp, independent of F , and let K be a p-adic
field in Qp, i.e., K is a finite extension of Fp for our fixed choice of p | p. For any Q P Qm for
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some m P N, we write MQ “ pH0pXUQ ,ΩXUQ{OFp bZpOqbhQ TQq˚, which naturally obtains a
module structure from the Hecke algebras TQ and where ˚ denotes the O-dual. Our goal is to
prove that pTQ,MQq is a Taylor-Wiles system. As a consequence, we can conclude that the
O-dual of H0pXU ,ΩXU {OFp bZp OqT is free of finite rank over T and we will determine later
that this rank is g for g “ rFp : Qps. It also follows that T is a local complete intersection
ring, which will later be crucial.
We begin with the following lemma, which follows standard arguments:
Lemma 4.5.1. For a Or∆s-module M , where ∆ is a p-abelian group, the O-dual M˚ is
Or∆s-free if and only if M is O-free of finite rank and for every character χ of ∆, the
χ-eigenspace Mχ of M bO Orχs is O-free of constant Orχs-rank. Under these conditions M
itself is Or∆s-free of finite rank. Here, Orχs is the ring generated over O by the values of χ
in an algebraic closure of the field of fractions of O.
Proof. Let αχ denote augmentation ideal of χ, so that M rχs˚ “ M{αχM . By the
constant rank hypothesis, we therefore have a lifting by Nakayama’s lemma to obtain a
surjection Or∆sr Ñ M whose kernel is Şχ αχ “ 0. The freeness of M follows as Or∆s is
O-self dual since Or∆s is a local complete intersection and hence Gorenstein.
Lemma 4.5.2. The cohomology groups MQ defined above are free of finite rank over Or∆Qs.
Proof. We work with MQ˚ in view of the preceding lemma, where the ˚ denotes the O-
dual. By Fujiwara, we have the Or∆Qs-freeness of the Betti cohomology groups H1pXQ,Oq
and from this, we obtain the constant rank statement in our situation by the de Rham
comparison by scalar extension to C. The torsion-freeness of Mχ ĂM bO Orχs finishes the
proof, since MQrχs is the module of global sections of ΩXUQ{OFp bZp Orχs.
We can then verify each of the Taylor-Wiles axioms:
TW1-4 These are all clear by construction of XUQ as Galois over XU with Galois
group ∆Q.
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TW5 This follows from Lemma 4.5.2 and the fact that the residual Galois
representation ρ is v-distinguished for at places v P Q.
As a consequence, the family pTQm , H0pXUQm ,ΩXUQm {OFp bZpOqTQm q˚q is a Taylor-Wiles
system over O. We therefore deduce thatH0pXU ,ΩXU {OFpbZpOqT is free of finite rank over T
and that T is local complete intersection ring. To determine the rank of H0pXU ,ΩXU {OFp bZp
OqT over T, observe that H0pXU ,ΩXU {Fp bZp Oq “ SB2 pU ;Fpq bZp O. By our choice of level
structure Uv at places v | D, we deduce that this space embeds Hecke-equivariantly by the
Jacquet-Langlands correspondence (Theorem 4.2.1 above) into a space of automorphic forms
on GL2 according to Theorem 4.2.1:
JL : SB2 pU,Cq Ñ S2pU pDq ˆ U0pDqD,Cq
We regard the above as a morphism of ZxTvyv-modules, where ZxTvyv is a polynomial ring
generated by Hecke operators considered in §4.3.1. Choosing an isomorphism Fp Ñ C, we
may identify C and an algebraic closure Fp of Fp. In this context, we can think of the
identifications
SB2 pU, FpqT “ SB2 pU, Fpq bZxTvyv T
and
S2pU pDq ˆ U0pDqD, FpqT “ S2pU pDq ˆ U0pDqD, Fpq bZxTvyv T
The Jacquet-Langlands correspondence then induces the isomorphism
JL : S2pU, FpqT – S2pU pDq ˆ U0pDqD, FpqT
On the right hand side, the space S2pU pDqˆU0pDqD, FpqT descended to Fp has the action of
Fp bZp OxTvyv with multiplicity one as the corresponding Hilbert modular Shimura variety
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is defined over Q (whereas the Shimura curve originally under consideration is defined only
over F ). We therefore obtain that the ring Fp bZp OxTvyv acts with multiplicity one on
the left hand side SB2 pU, FpqT. Thus, the ring OxTvyv acts on SB2 pU, FpqT with multiplicity
g “ rFp : Qps. We conclude that H0pXU ,ΩXU {OFp bZp OqT is free of rank g over T.
By Grothendieck-Serre duality, we have that HompH0pXU ,ΩXU {OFp q,OFpq – H1pXU ,OXU {OFp q.
Write txJT to be H1pXU ,OXU {OFp q bh T, we have that
txJT – Tg
for g “ rFp : Qps as before and where we have used the fact that T is a local complete
intersection and therefore Gorenstein. A similar argument yields isomorphisms tzJTQ – TgQ.
In summary, we collect the above as:
Theorem 4.5.3. There exists an infinite set of finite sets tQmumPN of primes such that
1. The local Hecke rings TQm are free of finite rank over Or∆Qs
2. H0pXU ,ΩXU {OFp bZp OqT and H0pXUQm ,ΩXUQ{OFp bZp OqTQm are free of
finite rank over T and TQm of rank g
3. We have an isomorphism txJT – Tg and t {JTUQm – T
g
Qm
Moreover, the Hecke ring T is a local complete intersection ring.
4.6 Proof of the Main Theorem for Shimura Curves
We finally present analogues of Theorem A and Theorem B of Chapter 3 for the Shimura
curve setting. We begin by stating the analogue of Theorem A:
Theorem 4.6.1 (Theorem A1). Suppose p - ϕpNq and that XU is smooth. Choose level
structures U and UQ defining p-adically completed Jacobians xJU and yJUQ and p-adic Hecke
algebras T and TQ as in §4.5.1, where Q “ tvu consists of a single place v of F such that
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ρ|Dv is v-distinguished and is chosen following Taylor-Wiles as in [H06, Theorem 3.25]. LetxJT and yJTQ denote the T and TQ-components as before. Fix K to be a p-adic number field
finite over Fp and assume that xJTpKq is torsion-free. We have an isomorphism pJTpKq˚ –yJTQpKq˚{pδ´ 1qyJTQpKq˚, where yJTQpKq˚ and pJTpKq˚ denote the O dual of yJTQ and pJTpKq
respectively (and where δ is a fixed choice of generator of ∆v).
Proof. The arguments for Theorem A1 follow essentially verbatim the ones in Chapter II
§2 and §3 for Shimura curves in this situation. The essential point is the control relationship
0Ñ αpyJTqqpKq ÑyJTqpKq Ñ νpyJTqpKqq Ñ 0
which follows from the same Čech cohomology arguments as before followed by an analysis
of the error term parallel to the elliptic modular csae.
We then consider the infinite set of finite sets of primes tQmu, as in §4.5.2, which deter-
mine p-adically completed sheaves zJTQm over the Hecke algebras TQm . By Theorem 4.5.3,
we conclude that, for our choice of Hecke algebras TQm , the TQm are free of constant finite
rank over Or∆Qms. We subsequently obtain in the same way an analogue of Corollary 3.4.4
of Chapter 3.
In this way, we obtain a criteria for demonstrating the Or∆Qms-freeness of the zJTQm .
Assuming the O-freeness of zJTQm pKq, we can show that the zJTQm pKq are free of finite rank
R over Or∆Qs in an entirely analogous way as in §4.4 of Chapter 2, where R is the O-rank
of T. The only difference is that the identification of the tangent spaces txJT – Tg and
t {JTUQm – T
g
Qm
follow from Theorem 4.5.3 and uses the setup of the Taylor-Wiles system
as explained above. One of the main necessities of this method is that the identification of
H1pX,OXqT with T in the case X is an elliptic modular curve is due to the existence of the
q-expansion principle, which does not exist for quaternionic automorphic forms on Shimura
curves.
Following this, the argument runs entirely in parallel. With the appropriate Galois
deformation problem (as in §4.5.2 of this chapter), we conclude that pTQm ,zJTQm pKq˚q form
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a Taylor-Wiles system and one concludes thatxJTpKq is free of finite rank over T. Comparing
O-ranks of T with the explicit description of xJTpKq, we obtain that xJTpKq is free of rank
rK : Qps over T as before. When K “ Fp, the rank is rFp : Qps. For a finite extension K{Fp,
the rank is multiplied by rK : Fps and we conclude that the rank is given by rK : Qps.
In this way, we obtain the analogue of Theorem B of Chapter 3 for Shimura curves:
Theorem 4.6.2 (Theorem B1). Let the assumptions be as in Theorem A1. Suppose addi-
tionally that ρ¯|Dw is either (1) ordinary w-distinguished or (2) flat for all w | p. Assume
that the prime-to-p conductor of ρ is equal to ND (or equivalently assume the minimality
conditions (h1-h4) of [H06, pg. 185]). Under these assumptions, pJTpKq is free of positive
rank rK : Qps over T.
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